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1  Introduction

1.1  Motivation

Due to the increasing complexities of modern power system networks, improving the existent

protection functions and developing new ones have got much attention recently. The goal is to

enhance the overall power system performance. A few years ago, the supplementary protection

equipment such as fault locators has got little consideration compared with the main protection

ones. Nowadays, these ones have an increasing attention resulting in remarkable investments for

these purposes. The essential factors behind these new strategies are due to the competitive

markets and new deregulation policies, in which the terms such as the continuity, dependability

and reliability play an important role.

For the purpose of fault location estimation, in particular, distance relays can be considered as

the first attempt to realize this aim. However, these relays provide a fast and reliable indication

of the faulted area rather than pinpointing the fault position accurately. They are, therefore,

employed for initiating the protection reaction after the fault inception as soon as possible. On

the other hand, fault location estimation requires more accurate and sophisticated computation

routines. Thus, the need for particular fault location algorithms is obvious.

In spite of the developed research efforts in the literatures for fault location studies, providing a

reliable and accurate fault location algorithm is still considered a challenge. This is mainly due

to the varieties of the technical problems that can remarkably affect the behavior of the existing
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algorithms. Thus, the research for fault location methodologies is an attractive area till present in

order to have a better understanding of the problem essence and to develop advanced solutions.

1.2  Basic Problem Statement

Travelling wave phenomena was early employed for fault location purposes. However, these

schemes suffered from different shortcomings associated with the propagation and economical

problems. Then, the impedance-based fault locators were developed depending on the available

measured quantities at the locator position. Later, the revolution of digital technologies and

microprocessor applications were employed to develop these schemes into their digital forms.

However, these digital versions are usually structured following almost the same basic functions

that are used by the conventional schemes. Hence, these new versions in most cases suffered

from the associated shortcomings with the function essence. On the other hand, real field tests

and experimental investigations of the commercial fault location schemes raised higher errors

than those ones from the simulation studies. As an example, real field tests concluded that a

resulted estimation error up to 23% of the total line length have been recorded for some selected

impedance-based commercial fault locators [1]. Different factors are responsible for these errors

such as the simulation simplifications for the algorithm itself. Also, the operation characteristics

including the source impedance, fault resistance, remote infeed, pre-fault loading and mutual

coupling among the adjacent conductors have a basic role. Moreover, the non-deterministic

interaction between these factors also has a remarkable effect. Hence, compensating these errors

needs obviously more advanced computation tools rather than using conventional computational

methods.

1.3  Overview of the Proposed Solutions

The aim of this thesis is to develop an accurate fault location scheme for overhead transmission

lines depending only on the available information at the locator location. Although considering

the available data at all line terminals may lead to a better performance, single end data

architecture is practically preferable till present in real fields. This is mainly due to the extra

complexities associated with two end algorithms including the communication and

synchronization requirements between both line terminals. The proposed solution can be

generally classified into the following two basic kinds.
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1. Employing advanced mathematical tools may help to represent the formalization of the

fault location function precisely. For this aim, the modal analysis may be a suitable

candidate to formalize the objective problem in order to get a new fault location algorithm

with an acceptable performance.

2. Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques are expected to play a role to realize a better

employment of the available information at the locator position. This depends on their

extensive capabilities of information handling and decision making. Then, the

collaboration of AI tools in conjunction with other mathematical algorithms is expected to

introduce a precise overall fault location scheme.

As documented in the literatures, different AI tools were successfully employed for all power

system purposes such as Expert Systems (ES), Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Fuzzy Logic

(FL) and Genetic Algorithms (GA) realizing distinctive performances over the conventional

ones. This was reviewed in [2, 3]. For protection purposes, in particular, [4, 5] provided

coverage of the different applications of AI usage for these purposes. However, the development

of these applications into their commercial figures is extremely limited, in which a few expert

system applications were commercially developed for a wide usage [6, 7]. Different reasons are

responsible for this situation. The lack of the universality essence is an essential factor. This

results from developing these schemes for specific parameters in certain situations. Also, the

reliability of AI-based tools is still questionable. Thus, developing a practical intelligent scheme

having a wide availability and an acceptable reliability is still considered a challenge. For this

reason, different AI tools with different architectures and training paradigms are tested to find

out the optimum one. This aims finally to realize a universal AI scheme covering a wide range

of system characteristics.

1.4  Thesis Organization Outline

The core of the thesis contribution can be divided into two basic phases. Firstly, a new fault

location algorithm is introduced aiming to eliminate the fault location estimation error as

possible. Then, AI tools are employed in order to compensate all errors that can not be

eliminated by the conventional mathematical representation. The overall interaction between

both phases is expected to introduce the aimed performance. The organization of the overall

contribution of this work can be described into the following steps:

1.4  Thesis Organization Outline
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• Chapter 2 presents coverage of the basic concepts of the fault location procedure including

the general aims, fault types and a general outline of the past contributions in the literatures

for these purposes.

• All factors that can effectively influence the performance of fault location algorithms are

evaluated in details employing ATP-EMTP simulation including mutual coupling, parameter

distribution, etc. Also, the behavior of some selected fault location algorithms is evaluated

under theses factors. These applied tests lead to establish a better understanding of the fault

location problem and focus on the factors that can remarkably affect the accuracy of the fault

location estimation process. This is covered in Chapter 3.

• The new mathematical fault location algorithm is then introduced in Chapter 4. It is based on

modifying the apparent impedance approach using the modal transformation. Depending on

the apparent impedance approach facilitates to compensate the effects of the remote infeed

and the loading existence. Modal transformation, on the other hand, converts the coupled

equations of the transmission line into decoupled ones. This perfectly eliminates the mutual

coupling effects. It results in a new fault location algorithm which is able to deal with both

single and double circuit lines with a remarkable performance.

• The performance of the aforementioned algorithm is evaluated and the resulting estimation

error is compensated with AI-based tuning. Chapter 5 gives a comprehensive review for AI

contributions in protection purposes and fault location. Chapter 6 illustrates the basic idea

for tuning the fault location estimation error with AI tools. Then, Chapter 7 shows the

overall AI scheme design.

• The overall scheme comprising of the mathematical fault location algorithm in conjunction

with the AI-based tuner is then evaluated through some advanced test cases. These test cases

include some examples that represent practical challenges for all fault locator algorithms

such as the fault arc existence, multi-terminal lines and partially coupled lines as presented

in Chapter 8.

• Chapter 9 finally summarizes the resulting contributions from this work as well as the

suggested recommendations for future work in the area.



2  Basic Concepts of Fault Location Process

This chapter presents a summary of the basic concepts of fault location fundamentals in

transmission systems. The history of the fault location process is firstly reviewed. Then, the

faults in transmission nets are highlighted including their types, causes and occurrence rates.

The fault location process is finally outlined including the process description, the aimed

benefits and the classification of the various fault location algorithms.

2.1  Historical Background

A few years ago, most power companies elected to have little or no investment for improving

fault location methods. This is mainly due to a belief that most of the faults are transient ones

needing no information about their locations. Also, the weak or in accurate behavior of the

earlier fault locators may have played a role in this belief. On the other hand, a huge amount of

research contributions were presented for fault location purposes as reported in the literatures.

However, these efforts received little consideration from these companies. These viewpoints are

recently changed due to the new concepts of free marketing and de-regulation all over the world.

These competitive markets force the companies to change their policies to save money and time

as well as to provide a better service. This consequently leads to increasingly consider the

benefits of fault location estimation methods. Nowadays, it is quite common for almost all

modern versions of multi-function line protection units to include separate routines for fault

location calculation.
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Since the distance relay was not accurate enough to detect the fault distance precisely, research

efforts were directed to develop dedicated fault location schemes by measuring the reactance

from the sending end to the fault location. A brief coverage of the earliest methods for this

purpose was presented in [8]. However these simple and approximated methods also suffered

from the limited accuracy. Then the first generations of travelling wave-based fault locators

were introduced in the field in the 50s of the last century [9]. The basic idea of these schemes

was based on determining the time for the injected wave to travel between the injection point

and the fault position. In spite of their remarkable performance as compared with reactance-

based ones at that time, they were gradually abandoned due to the reliability and maintenance

problems as well as to the economical factor [10]. Later, the great developments of injecting and

capturing traveling wave signals as well as the modern algorithms support travelling wave-based

fault locators to represent strong competitors to other fault location methods. A lot of papers

were then published to employ this technique for fault location purposes. However travelling

wave-based schemes still suffer from different shortcomings and disadvantages [11-13].

Another way has been introduced to capture and analyze the propagated transient waves into the

voltages or currents during the fault [14].

The revolution of solid state relays and the later advancement in digital technologies attracted

the researchers to develop modern impedance measurement-based fault locators. These schemes

can optimally benefit from the mathematical handling abilities of microprocessors to develop

modern digital fault location schemes. Each of them has its own advantages and disadvantages.

These locators are basically distinctive with needing no further equipment as compared with

travelling wave ones.

From the historical viewpoint, digital relaying was firstly initiated to implement all

computational protection equipment in a substation during the late 1960s [15]. The first outline

of a digital distance protection scheme was suggested in 1971 [16]. The first practical

implementation of digital relay was introduced for line protection by Westinghouse and Pacific

Gas & Electric company in USA in 1972 [17, 18]. The use of Fourier analysis to estimate the

fundamental components of voltage and current phasors was proposed in 1975 for distance

protection applications [19]. The moving window with Fourier Transform and the employment

of Digital Fourier Transform (DFT) was introduced, implemented and tested in the early 1980s

[20,21]. Then a huge amount of contributions were developed establishing the foundations of

this art [22, 23]. These tools were successfully employed for developing impedance based fault
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locator algorithms as well. The employment of these digital versions of protection equipment

has numerous advantages such as reliability, flexibility adaptability, self monitoring and cost

reduction. In spite of the promising performance and their remarkable performance, they still

suffer from the associated shortcomings with the protection function itself. This is mainly due to

a fact that the new digital versions of protection relays are, in most cases, modern replica for the

old ones employing the new features of digital equipment. On the other hand, they are still

suffering from those shortcomings related to the protection function essence. Thus their overall

accuracy is sometimes questionable in certain circumstances. This requires further efforts to

improve these approaches in order to realize the aimed performance.

2.2 Properties of Transmission Line Faults

Transmission lines are considered the most vital components in power systems connecting both

generating and consumer areas with huge interconnected networks. They consist of a group of

overhead conductors spreading in a wide area in different geographical and weather

circumstances. These conductors are dispensed on a special metallic structure “towers”, in

which the conductors are separated from the tower body with some insulating components and

from each other with an adequate spacing to allow the air to serve as a sufficient insulation

among them. Unfortunately these conductors are frequently subjected to a wide variety of fault

types. Thus, providing proper protection functions for them is an attractive area for research

specialists. Different types of faults can occur including phase faults among two or more

different conductors or ground faults including one or more conductors to ground types.

However, the dominant type of these faults is ground ones. Most of them occur temporarily as a

result of a flashover on the insulation due to the environmental factors such as the lightning or

humidity. Also, they may occur due to the insulation failures resulting from the deterioration of

the insulating material itself. The current path for these faults includes the arc resistance, tower

impedance and tower footing resistance. These factors can, therefore, impact the impedance

ground returns and may consequently affect the related fault current.

Tower footing resistance (impedance between tower foundation and the earth) represents the

basic factor that can remarkably affect the fault currents. This resistance is typically less than

10Ω for good transmission line lightning performance. Different factors can practically affect

this value. The soil resistivity is considered a basic one as the tower footing resistance increases

with increasing of the soil resistivity. The existence of overhead ground wires is another factor

2.2  Properties of Transmission Line Faults
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as they help to reduce the effective footing resistance. This happens by allowing the flashover

ground current to find a path to ground through several lines. Then the total footing resistance of

several lines in parallel results in an overall reduction in the effective resistance value. However

the application of ground wires is not common for all utilities. Thus footing resistance can vary

from less than one Ohm to some hundreds of Ohms resulting in a wide range of the related fault

resistance. As an example, some ground fault cases were actually measured from real field tests

passing through a fault resistance as high as 800Ω [24]. Another type of temporary faults can

happen when the path to ground is established due to growing trees in the gradient breakdown

zone characterizing with a higher resistance path. Also ground faults may occur as a result of

fallen conductors resulting in permanent single or double phases to ground faults. However,

proper and continuous maintenance for overhead lines eliminates these faults greatly [25].

Temporary faults are normally characterized by the existence of non-linear arcs. Almost all

known fault location algorithms were developed by assuming a linear fault arc with constant

impedance. However, the simulation results showed that the non-linear physical behavior of the

fault arc in air may remarkably influence the performance of all impedance measurement-based

protection equipment such as distance relays and fault location equipment [26]. This is mainly

due to the impedance nonlinearity resulting from the time varying parameters of the arcs during

these faults. It is therefore more proper to consider the influence of these situations in order to

realize the aimed accurate performance.

2.3 Fault Location Estimation Benefits

2.3.1 Time and effort saving

After the fault, the related relaying equipment enables the associated circuit breakers to

deenergize the faulted sections. Once the fault is cleared and the participated faulted phase(s) are

declared, the adopted fault locator is enabled to detect the fault position. Then, the maintenance

crews can be informed of that location in order to fix the resultant damage. Later, the line can be

reenergized again after finishing the maintenance task. Since transmission line networks spread

for some hundreds of kilometers in different environmental and geographical circumstances,

locating these faults based on the human experience and the available information about the

status of all breakers in the faulted area is not efficient and time consuming. These efforts can

therefore effectively help to sectionalize the fault (declare the faulted line section) rather than to
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locate precisely the fault position. Thus the importance of employing dedicated fault location

schemes is obvious.

2.3.2 Improving the system availability

There is no doubt that fast and effective maintenance processes directly lead to improve the

power availability to the consumers. This consequently enhances the overall efficiency of the

power nets. These concepts of (availability, efficiency, quality …. etc) have an increasingly

importance nowadays due to the new marketing policies resulting from deregulation and

liberalization of power and energy markets.

2.3.3 Assisting future maintenance plans

It is quite right that temporary faults (the most dominant fault on overhead lines) are self cleared

and hence the system continuity is not permanently affected. However, analyzing the location of

these faults can help to pinpoint the wake spots on the overall transmission nets effectively. This

hopefully assists the future plans of maintenance schedules and consequently leads to avoid

further problems in the future. These strategies of preventive maintenance enable to avoid those

large problems such as blackouts and help to increase the efficiency of the overall power

system.

2.3.4 Economic factor

All the mentioned benefits can be reviewed from the economical perspective. There is no doubt

that time and effort saving, increasing the power availability and avoiding future accidents can

be directly interpreted as a cost reduction or a profit increasing. This is an essential concept for

competitive marketing. Thus the importance of proper fault location schemes for power system

utilities is obvious.

2.4 Classification of Developed Fault Location Methods

Generally speaking, fault location methods can be classified into two basic groups, travelling

wave-based schemes and impedance measurement-based ones as shown in Fig. 2.1. Travelling

wave schemes can be used either with injecting a certain travelling wave from the locator

position or with analyzing the generated transients due to the fault occurrence. Impedance

measurement schemes are classified whether they depend on the data from one or both line

2.3  Fault Location Estimation Benefits
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ends. Each category can be then classified according to the considered line model during the

derivation method using either simpler (lumped) models or detailed (distributed parameters)

ones.

Fault location methods

Travelling wave Impedance measurement

External wave
     injection

Generated Wave
       Analysis

 Single end                           Double end
data infeed                           data infeed

  Lumped       Distributed
parameters     parameters

  Lumped       Distributed
parameters     parameters

 Single          Double
  end                end

 Single          Double
  end                end

Fig. 2.1 Classification of fault location methods

2.4.1 Travelling wave-based fault locators

Employing travelling wave phenomena for fault location purposes for both underground cables

and overhead lines was reported since 1931 [27]. In 1951, Lewis classified travelling wave-

based schemes into different four types A, B, C and D according to their modes of operation

using the traveling voltage waves [9]. Types A and D depend on analyzing the resulting

transients from the fault itself needing no further pulse generating circuitry. Type A is a single

end one capturing the transients only at one end. It relies on the generated transients from the

arcing flashover during the fault. However the assumption of getting generated transients at the

line end is not always satisfied. Moreover, the arc itself may extinguish rapidly. This makes the

analysis of these transients to be almost impossible. Type D is a double end scheme depending

on the difference in arrival times of the generated transients at both line ends. However, the

communication and synchronized timing between both line ends are essentially important. Pulse

generating circuitry is employed from a single line end (type C) or from both line ends (Type

B). They rely on measuring the required time for the injected pulses to go and to be captured

after reflection from the fault point. This time can be directly interpreted as a fault distance. A
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new single end scheme (type E) was proposed in 1993 [12, 13]. Unlike the previous types, it

employs the generated transients when the line is re-energized by the circuit breaker. Its field

test records in various conditions show a promising performance, in which the maximum

resulted estimation error does not exceed 2.7 %.

Travelling wave-based schemes, when they work properly, can provide very accurate results

with estimation error near to 300 m. However, different factors may affect their performances

remarkably. The propagation can be affected by the system parameters and the network

configuration leading to a strong attenuation of the waves. Another difficulty arises for near

faults to the busses or for those faults occurring at near zero voltage inception angles. Moreover,

the reflected waves can be seriously affected by the line discontinuities such as branches, tapped

loads and cable sections. The complexity of their simulation, especially when considering the

frequency dependency of system parameters is also another difficulty [28]. Also, the economical

factor is an essential disadvantage due to the extra required hardware for these schemes

including wave sending and capturing instruments as well as the communication and timing

synchronization tools for double end ones.

2.4.2 Impedance measurement-based fault locators

                S               x                                                 R
        IFs                   IFr

                                               F

       Sending                RF          IF          Receiving
          end              end

                    Fault locator

Fig. 2.2  One line diagram of a faulted transmission line

These schemes provide another alternative for the fault location estimation problem. Fig. 2.2

shows the one line diagram of a three phase double infeed faulted transmission line. A line to

ground fault occurred on phase A at point F through a resistance RF at a distance x from the

locator position. The fault current IF is comprised from two components IFs and IFr flowing from

sending and receiving ends respectively. The essential task of the fault location algorithm is to

estimate the fault distance x as a function of the total line impedance ZL using the sending end

2.4  Classification of Developed Fault Location Methods
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measurements (for single end algorithms) or both end measurements (for double end algorithms)

with the most possible accuracy.

a) Double end algorithms

There is no doubt that the direct and most accurate way to calculate the fault distance is to

depend on the measuring voltage and current quantities VS, IS and VR, IR at both sending and

receiving ends for the faulted phase respectively. As shown in Fig. 2.2, the voltage of the fault

point VF can be described as functions of both sending and receiving end voltages as

LFsSF ZIVV  x−= (2.1)

LFrRF ZIVV x)-(1−= (2.2)

Equating both equations and rearranging yield,

 
FrFs

Fr
L

RS

II

I
Z

VV

+

+−

=x     (2.3)

Then, the formulas for other fault types (double phase, double phase to ground and three phase

faults) can be derived similarly [29]. In spite of the simple and direct derivation of the algorithm

equations, its performance is remarkably questionable due to the simple line model (basic

lumped resistance model) neglecting the capacitive currents and mutual coupling.

The same algorithm was reformed using the distributed parameter line model aiming to realize a

more accurate performance [30]. For this purpose, equations (2.1) and (2.2) are modified using

the line characteristic impedance Z0 and line propagation constant γ as

Fs0SF I )sin(ZV )cosh(V γ−γ= xx (2.4)

Fr0RF I ))-sin((LZV ))-cosh((LV γ−γ= xx (2.5)

The unknown fault distance x can be then written as

γ
A   
Btanh 1 





 −

=

−

x (2.6)
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Where

Fs0RFr0
IZ)VLsin()ILcosh(ZA +γ−γ= (2.7)

and

SFr0R V)ILsin(Z)VLcosh(B −γ−γ= (2.8)

On the other hand, the extra requirements for communication and accurate timing at both line

ends are essential disadvantages of all double end algorithms. In order to overcome this

disadvantage, non-synchronized double end algorithms were introduced [31, 32]. These

algorithms fully utilized the advantages of modern digital technologies and the wide capabilities

of signal processing to estimate the synchronizing difference between both ends using non-

linear mathematical optimization. For this purpose equating equations (2.1) and (2.2) yields,

)I(IZIZVV FsFrLFrLRS
+=+− x   (2.9)

Where VS = |VS| )j(e δ+α  and VR = |VR| βje . The angles α and β are the own phase angles for

sending and receiving end voltages to their own references respectively. The angle δ is the

required angle to synchronize the sending end voltage as related to the receiving end one.

Equation (2.9) can be rewritten as

)eI(IZIZVeV jδ
FsFrLFrLR

jδ
S

+=+− x (2.10)

The two unknowns, the fault distance x and the complex number δje , can be estimated by least

square optimization. Simulation tests have shown an accurate performance as compared with

single end algorithms. However, the mathematical derivation is based on a simple lumped

parameter line model. The existence of mutual coupling for double circuit lines and the charging

currents for long lines are expected to affect their performances remarkably.

Another two ends algorithm was introduced utilizing the Global Positioning System (GPS) in

conjunction with the Phase Measurement Unit (PMU) for fault location purposes [33, 34].

Employing the GPS enables to ensure the accurate timing between both of the line ends,

whereas the PMU is employed for phasor estimation purposes as described in Fig. 2.3. The

algorithm core is basically similar to the main double end algorithm equations by equating the

fault point voltage from both line ends using a distributed parameter line modeling. All

2.4  Classification of Developed Fault Location Methods
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evaluation tests of its performance revealed its higher accuracy as reported in their relevant

references. However, the economical factor arises here as a basic disadvantage due to the

required cost for the GPS synchronization systems as well as for the communication

requirements.

             GPS                                                    GPS
            rec. A                                                   rec. B

                                               F

                       RF          IF  
          

                 PMU A                                 PMU B
            

                                            Fault locator

Fig. 2.3 PMU-based fault location schematic

Two different methods were introduced by measuring the seen impedance from each line end

[35, 36]. However, both algorithms depend on a simple line modeling suffering from the same

shortcomings as well.

b) Single end algorithms

Due to the extra costs for double end algorithms, single end ones attract an increasing attention

and consequently they have the superiority from the commercial viewpoint. From Fig. 2.2,

equation (2.1) can be rewritten as

FFFsLS IRIZV += x (2.11)

The unknown fault distance x can be directly found by equating the imaginary parts of both

equation sides as follows:

}ZIm{

})
I
I(RIm{}

I
VIm{

}IZIm{
}IRVIm{

L

Fs

F
F

Fs

S

FsL

FFS
−

=
−

=x (2.12)

In order to solve the above equation, the unknown RF should be excluded considering here some

proper simplifying assumptions. If both sending end and fault currents (IFs and IF) are considered
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to be in phase, the term containing RF vanishes as its imaginary part equal to zero. This yields

the final form for fault distance x as [37]

}ZIm{

}
I
VIm{

L

Fs

S

=x (2.13)

This derivation summarizes the basic feature of single end algorithms, in which the lower

amount of available data (as compared with other two end ones) leads to simplify the fault

location equations with some assumptions. It consequently affects the overall accuracy of the

calculation process remarkably. The research efforts aim therefore to improve these algorithms

in order to get the possible highest accuracy.

One of the earliest and practical algorithms was introduced depending on decomposing the

faulted system network into a pre-fault network and a pure-fault one as shown in fig. 2.4 [38,

39].

        VS´´                       VR´´
 Zs                       F                      Zr
               
                 IFs´´    RF   IFr´´

              IF´´

                        (c)

Fig. 2.4  Faulted network analysis decomposition

(a) Faulted network  (b) Pre-fault network  (c) pure-fault network

The fault point voltage VF can be described as

)I(IRIRV FrFsFFFF
´´´´ +−== (2.14)

))k((1IR      FsF x´´ +−= , 
Fs

Fr

I
I)k( =x (2.15)

Where k(x) is the current distribution factor defined as a function of the fault distance x. IFs and

IFr correspond to the total fault current parts contributing from both line ends respectively. ´
FsI

and ´
FrI are the loading current contributions towards the fault point from both line ends. ´´

FsI  and

        VS´                       VR´
 Zs                       F                      Zr

              IFs´              IFr´

             (b)

        VS                        VR
 Zs                       F                      Zr
               
             IFs                   IFr

               IF          RF      

 
           (a)

2.4  Classification of Developed Fault Location Methods
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´´
FrI  are the fault currents at the point F flowing to the sending and receiving ends respectively.

VF and IFs can be expressed as functions of the sending end quantities as

S0SF I )sinh(ZV )cosh(V γ−γ= xx (2.16)

´´´´ xx
SS

0

´´
Fs I )(coshV 

Z
)sinh(I γ−
γ

= (2.17)

Substituting with equations (2.16) and (2.17) into equation (2.15) and rearranging yields,

´´´´ xx
xx

x
SS

0

S0S
F

I )cosh(V
Z

 )sinh(
I )sinh(ZV )cosh(

-))k((1R  
γ−

γ
γ−γ

=+ (2.18)

If both sending and receiving end currents are assumed to have a common phase angle, then k(x)

is a real number yielding,

0}
I )cosh(V 

Z
)sinh(

I )sinh(ZV )cosh(
Im{

SS
0

S0S =
γ−

γ
γ−γ

´´´´ xx
xx

(2.19)

Equation (2.19) can be solved numerically to find out the fault distance x.

The above algorithm was modified later using the same fault network decomposition as well

[40]. Then, the estimated fault distance x was found as

}IIIm{Z

}IIm{V

SSL

SS
´´

´´

x = (2.20)

Two other fault location algorithms were proposed considering a real current correction factor

with a simple lumped line model depending on analyzing the phasor diagram for impedance

phasors [41, 42].

The apparent impedance approach (the seen impedance from the locator location) was employed

in conjunction with current compensation for fault location purposes. This approach is similar to

the distance relay phenomena, while utilizing a suitable current compensation for the occurring

fault (after detecting and classifying the fault type). Starting from Fig. 2.2 the apparent voltage

Vapp, seen by the locator, can be expressed similarly with equation (2.11). Then, the unknown
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equation part of IFRF can be replaced by IFsRFs , in which RFs is the apparent part of fault

impedance seen form the relay location. The relation between the total and the apparent fault

resistances can be expressed as

)C(RR FFs x= (2.21)

Where the correction factor C(x) depends on the fault current contribution from both ends and

can be therefore an imaginary value. Equation (2.11) can be rewritten by dividing by IFs as

FsLapp
Fs

app RZZ
I

V
+== x (2.22)

Equation (2.22) can be considered as the main equation to find out the seen apparent impedance

(Zapp) from the locator location. In order to get the unknown fault distance x, the equation should

be simplified by considering only a real correction factor. The above equation can be solved by

equating the real and imaginary parts in both equation sides [43, 44].

2.4.3 Non-conventional fault locators

Instead of the normal mathematical derivation, non-conventional fault location algorithms were

introduced depending on other processing platforms such as Wavelet Transform (WT), ANN or

GA. These methods have their own problems that result from the line modeling accuracy, data

availability and the method essences.

ANN provides a promising tool for classification and non-linear mapping problems. For power

system purposes, many successful applications have been proposed for different purposes such

as load forecasting, security assessment, control ...etc. This is well covered in the published

literatures. For protection purposes, different applications were developed covering a wide range

of protection purposes such as faulted area estimation, fault direction discrimination, generator

protection, transformer protection ...etc. However, almost all of these applications mainly use

the ANN as a simple discriminator having only the outputs of 1 or 0 using voltage and current

samples directly. This simple topological use of ANN may reach the aimed accuracy with the

proper training. However, employing ANN for fault location purposes requires the ANN to

perform more advanced calculations in order to predict the fault impedance seen from the

locator location. The training sets should be prepared properly covering all situations that can

2.4  Classification of Developed Fault Location Methods
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happen in the real situations. Thus, the ANN efficiency essentially depends on the properly

selected network design as well as the sufficient amounts of training data. Some successful

applications employing the ANN for fault location purposes were published as seen in [45, 46,

47].

WT provides an advanced tool for signal analysis purposes. Unlike the conventional signal

processing tools such as Fourier analysis, the wavelets are not only localized in frequency

domain but also in time domain as well. This localization enables to detect the occurrence times

of even fast disturbances such as fault transients. These transients are generated by the fault and

travel continuously between the fault point and the line terminals until the post fault steady state

is reached. Thus, processing these signals with WT reveals their travel times between the fault

point and the locator position. These times can directly refer to the unknown fault distance [48,

49, 50].

The fault location problems can be interpreted as an optimization problem, in which the seen

impedance from the relay location can be described as the objective function of this problem.

Then, it can be mathematically optimized in order to find out the function unknowns including

the fault distance as well as the fault resistance. For this purpose, GA can be employed

successfully [51, 52].

In spite of the accepted performance of these non-conventional applications with simulation

testing, their reliability and dependability are still questionable. Therefore, almost none of these

proposed applications are commercially developed till present. However, the wide capabilities

of these modern tools may motivate to improve the employment of these tools so that they will

fit the practical requirements for real usage.

2.5 Requirements for Fault Location Process

Fig. 2.5 presents a general explanation of the essential requirements for fault locators. Generally

speaking, fault locator works in off-line mode after performing the relaying action. Once the

fault is detected and the faulty phase(s) are successfully classified, the fault locator is enabled to

find out the estimated fault distance. The recorded data by the Digital Fault Recorder (DFR) is

passed through the locator input manipulator to the fault locator. A few seconds or minutes

(according to the locator speed) later, the fault distance is estimated and then the maintenance

crews can be sent to the fault position [53, 54]. For those locators that use double terminal
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information, an extra data communication link is fitted between both line ends. Also, travelling

wave-based locators require extra hardware for generating and capturing the resulting waves.

Practical fault locators may be stand alone devices in the sub-stations or included as parts of the

modern multi-function protection equipment for overhead lines, which is the most economical

and common protection tools for transmission networks recently.

C.B.

Relaying

DFR

Locator I/P
manipulator

Fault locator

Relaying

DFR

Locator I/P
manipulator

C.B.

Comm. link

Fig. 2.5 General requirements for fault location schemes

2.4  Requirements for Fault Location Process
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3 Conventional Fault Location Algorithms:
    An Extended Comparative Study

The aim of this chapter is to give a comprehensive investigation of some selected fault location

algorithms employing a sophisticated transmission line simulation with ATP-EMTP software.

These investigations emphasize on the main characteristics of the fault location process. They

also pinpoint the factors that can affect the accuracy of the estimated fault distance such as

mutual coupling, parameter distribution, line configuration, parameter variations, and fault

resistance. The results can therefore supervise the next efforts in order to realize the aimed

accurate fault location computation.

3.1  Selected Fault Location Algorithms

As the aim of this thesis is to develop an accurate fault location approach using the impedance

measurement methods, this chapter concerns only with the related algorithms to this category.

The selected group of these algorithms should cover both single and double end ones including

different calculation concepts. For this purpose, 12 fault location algorithms are selected as

summarized in Table 3.1. The first six algorithms are for single end methods including A1 to A6

ones, whereas the other six algorithms are examples for double end methods including B1 to B6

ones. On the other hand, these algorithms can be classified according to their basic mathematical

concepts. This is mainly in order to generalize comparable results so that the resulting

conclusions are still applicable for other algorithms with similar concepts. The earliest concept

for single end algorithms depended on approximated analyzing of lumped model phasor

diagrams realizing simple fault location formulas. Both A1 and A2 algorithms are selected as

examples of this category. Another concept is based on approximating the complex current
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distribution factors between the sending and receiving end currents into real values. Then, the

fault distance can be estimated using single end data (A3 and A4 algorithms). The third concept

calculates the apparent impedance seen from the locator location as presented by the algorithms

of A5 and A6 respectively.

Double end algorithms can be classified according to their mathematical concepts as well. A

direct and easy concept is to equalize the voltage of fault point from both line ends. B1 and B2

are examples of this category using lumped parameters and distributed parameters line modeling

respectively. The second category concerns with enhancing the last concept with computing the

phase difference between both line ends iteratively as proposed with the algorithm B3. This

requires no further synchronization between both line ends. The next concept employs the PMU

with GPS synchronization as in B4. Finally, the seen impedance from each line end is used to

calculate the required fault distance as used by the algorithms B5 and B6 respectively.

Table 3.1  Selected fault location algorithms

Algorithm no. Algorithm authors Solution method Refs.

A1 Sant, Tech and Paithankar Non-iterative 42

A2 Wiszensiki Non-iterative 41

A3 Takagi, Yamakoshi, Baba, Uemura and Sakaguchi Iterative 38, 39

A4 Takagi, Yamakoshi, Yamaura, Kondow and Matsushima Non-iterative 40

A5 Eriksson, Saha, Rockefeller Non-iterative 43

A6 Girgis, Makram Non-iterative 44

B1 Jeyasurha & Rahmen Non-iterative 29

B2 A.T. Johns, Jamali Non-iterative 30

B3 Novosel, Hart, Urden and Garitty Iterative 31

B4 Jiang, Lin, Yang, Too and Liu Non-iterative 33, 34

B5 Cook Non-iterative 35

B6 Sachdev and Agarwal Non-iterative 36

3.2  Testing Strategy and Modeling Aspects

Fig. 3.1 shows the proposed structure of the simulation process. The testing process has two

stages. Firstly, the required test cases were prepared covering all different situations and

network circumstances using the ATP-EMTP software [55]. For each test case, the samples of

voltage and current waveforms at each line end were extracted, prepared and saved to be fed

into the second stage. The second stage concerns with estimating the fault distance with each
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selected fault location algorithm. For this purpose, the required codes for signal processing as

well as the associated code for each algorithm were implemented into MATLAB environment

[56]. MATLAB is considered as one of the most powerful and dependable packages for

modeling and mathematical formalization purposes.

A sampling rate of 32 samples per cycle was chosen which is sufficient for signal processing

requirements. The required voltage and current phasors were estimated with the recursive DFT

routine. Appendix A presents a brief description of the mathematical basis of the DFT routine.

    ATP-EMTP

   Sending                                                                                          Receiving
     end                                                                                                   end

    MATLAB
                                  Vs        Is                 Ir       Vr

Selected line model

   Phasor estimation using recursive DFT

       Selected fault location algorithm

Fig. 3.1 Simulation process schematic

More than 1200 simulation cases were performed via the EMTP-ATP covering the entire range

of the line length as well as the following varieties of the line configurations and system condi-

tions.

• Line model [lumped parameters (coupled/uncoupled), distributed parameters line model]

• Line imbalance [transposed / untransposed line model]

• Fault types [line-ground, double line, double line-ground, three phase faults]

• System infeed [single infeed / double infeed]

• Line loading [no-loading / full loading]

• Fault resistance [from solid faults up to 10 kΩ]

3.2  Testing Strategy and Modeling Aspects
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A double circuit transmission system of 220 kV and 200 km was selected as a test system. The

system configuration, parameters and dimensions for this transmission system are given in the

Appendix B.

For each test case, the algorithms were examined individually to find out its associated

estimation error during this test case. This error was characterized by the deviation of the

estimated fault distance (LE) from the actual fault distance (LA) for the test case. This estimation

error can be interpreted as the accuracy of this algorithm. As far as this distance deviation

increases, the algorithm accuracy decreases. Three different accuracy definitions are defined.

The individual accuracy AI for a certain fault position is defined as the percentage of the

maximum estimation error for all possible fault types to the actual fault distance at this fault

position as

100 
L

LLA
A

AE
I

×
−

= (3.1)

The local accuracy AL for a fault location algorithm can be defined as the maximum individual

accuracy along the entire range of the line length. It can be found out by computing and

comparing the individual accuracies for the whole line length. Finally, the overall accuracy, AO,

can be expressed by the maximum resulting estimation error along the entire range of the line

length as well as for all possibilities of fault types as a percentage of the total line length LL as

100 
L

LLA
L

AE
O

×
−

= (3.2)

As seen in the literatures, AO is the most common used accuracy definition. All these definitions

are required in order to generalize valuable and comparable results to compare the performance

of different fault location algorithms. The overall accuracy enables to compare the performance

of the algorithms even with different concepts such as comparing both single and double end

ones. On the other hand, the individual and local accuracy terms help to get a better

understanding of the performance of each algorithm individually. It shows the variations of the

algorithm performance along the line length. They facilitate to find out the weak spots for a

certain fault location algorithm by detecting the maximum error areas on the line. These weak

spots may be in the “close-in”, “line-middle” or “line-end” areas of the whole line. It is,

therefore, more helpful to investigate all of the selected algorithms considering all of these

accuracy terms aiming to get more meaningful comparison results.
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3.3  Power System Network Impact

As the line is embedded into a large interconnected network, the network circumstances

including loading, configuration and network parameters vary by time. On the other hand, all

fault location algorithms are commonly derived based on some simplification assumptions.

They sometimes neglect the impact of the overall network such as the loading and remote

infeed. Therefore, it is expected that the practical use of all fault location algorithms will

encounter different problems during these situations.

3.3.1  System infeed and line loading

Single end algorithms depend only on the data available at the locator position. Then, the

influences of the remote infeed and the pre-fault load flow are eliminated by regarding some

certain assumptions. They are expected to be remarkably affected by the existence of these

factors. Also, double end ones are expected to have a better performance in these situations.

However, some of these algorithms may be also affected by these situations depending on their

mathematical concepts in conjunction with their considered assumptions. It is, therefore, more

convenient to evaluate all selected algorithms under these conditions.

For this purpose, the performance of each algorithm was evaluated regarding four situations

including single infeed (with and without loading) and double infeed (with and without loading)

using the pre-prepared test cases. The considered line model was a lumped parameter line model

without mutual coupling and solidly ground faults. The goal is to investigate the algorithm

concepts independently disregarding other effects that can share the resulted accuracy.

For each situation, every test case was checked with the selected algorithms individually to find

out their individual accuracy. Comparing the resulting individual accuracy for each algorithm

yields its local accuracy for each situation as summarized in Table 3.2. The results conclude the

general superiority of double end algorithms as compared with other single end ones. Moreover,

most of the single end algorithms are seriously affected by close-in faults. However, the

algorithms with approximated current distribution factors (A3 and A4) are more stable during

close-in fault cases. Double end algorithms that consider equating the fault point voltage from

both line ends (B1, B2, B3 and B4) have generally their weak area in the middle of the line.

Other double end algorithms (B5 and B6) are surprisingly affected through those close-in fault

cases.

3.3  Power System Network Impact
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Table 3.2   System infeed and loading evaluation considering local accuracy AL

Local accuracy AL, %
Single infeed with no

load
Single infeed with

load
Double infeed with

no load
Double infeed with

load
Algorithm

no.
AL Location AL Location AL Location AL Location

A1 18.67 close-in 20.12 close-in 19.88 close-in 22.76 close-in
A2 23.17 close-in 24.85 close-in 24.92 close-in 26.63 close-in
A3 3.25 line end 4.13 line end 5.64 line end 7.23 line end
A4 2.48 line end 3.85 line end 4.66 line end 6.82 line end
A5 6.24 close-in 6.97 close-in 7.10 close-in 7.65 close-in
A6 5.32 close-in 5.84 close-in 5.98 close-in 6.23 close-in
B1 1.90 middle 2.02 middle 1.90 middle 2.14 middle
B2 1.32 middle 1.37 middle 1.44 middle 1.51 middle
B3 9.59 close-in 9.62 close-in 9.61 close- in 9.73 close-in
B4 1.31 middle 1.32 middle 1.37 middle 1.40 middle
B5 7.64 close-in 8.12 close-in 7.98 close-in 8.26 close-in
B6 6.23 close-in 6.42 middle 6.26 close-in 6.64 middle

Finally, the overall accuracy for each algorithm was computed as presented in Table 3.3.

Although double end algorithms generally present a better performance than other single end

ones, the algorithms considering the apparent impedance approach with compensation (A5 and

A6) have a distinctive performance as well. The results reveal the efficiency of employing

compensation features for single end fault location methods as compared with the efficiency of

double end ones. However, both algorithms are significantly affected during close-in faults

similar to other single end ones as well.

Table 3.3  System infeed and loading evaluation considering overall accuracy

   Overall accuracy AO, %Algorithm
no.

Single infeed
with no load

Single infeed
with load

Double infeed
with no load

Double infeed
with load

A1 1.462 1.882 2.214 2.689
A2 1.647 2.120 3.471 4.221
A3 3.256 4.126 5.641 7.225
A4 2.482 3.841 4.655 6.812
A5 2.164 2.811 3.092 3.251
A6 1.722 1.763 2.482 2.602
B1 0.946 1.011 0.923 1.064
B2 0.661 0.662 0.713 0.751
B3 1.583 1.647 1.594 1.649
B4 0.651 0.651 0.653 0.701
B5 2.889 3.011 3.141 3.223
B6 2.115 2.156 2.416 2.491
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3.3.2  Selected line model and accuracy

Most of fault location algorithms are derived with simple line model equations in addition to

their own simplification assumptions. These approximations may be sufficient to be used with

short lines with an acceptable efficiency. This is mainly due to the relatively low amounts of

charging currents in short lines. However, this may be no longer sufficient for long lines as the

charging currents considerably affect the performance of all protection equipment. Hence, the

performances of those fault locators working with long lines are significantly perturbed. Thus,

analyzing the behavior of the selected algorithms considering different modeling aspects

presents a better understanding of the fault location process as well as pinpoints the impact of

the considered assumptions on their performances. For this aim, the behavior of each algorithm

was checked with the selected transmission line (220 kV, 200 km) considering only a single

circuit line. The line is considered to be fed from both ends and fully loaded. Both local and

overall accuracy of each algorithm were evaluated as summarized in Table 3.4. As concluded

from the results, all the algorithms with lumped parameter models are obviously affected. Where

other distributed parameter algorithms were less affected in this test (A4, B2 and B4). This

reveals the need for such sophisticated line models for evaluating fault location algorithms in

order to get more reasonable and accurate investigations close to the circumstances in real field

operation.

Table 3.4  Line model effect on algorithm accuracies

Local and overall accuracy investigation

Lumped parameter line model
at full load and double infeed

Distributed parameter line model
at full load and double infeed

Algorithm
no.

AL Location AO AL Location AO

A1 22.76 close-in 2.689 29.64 close-in 8.972

A2 26.63 close-in 4.221 22.29 close-in 9.415

A3 7.23 line end 7.225 9.37 line end 7.437

A4 6.82 line end 6.812 7.56 line end 6.951

A5 7.65 close-in 3.251 10.41 close-in 5.682

A6 6.23 close-in 2.602 9.95 close-in 5.473

B1 2.14 middle 1.064 6.86 middle 3.431

B2 1.51 middle 0.751 1.62 middle 0.768

B3 9.73 close-in 1.649 13.18 close- in 3.872

B4 1.40 middle 0.701 1.37 middle 0.714

B5 8.26 close-in 3.223 17.67 close-in 6.594

B6 6.64 close-in 2.491 13.82 close-in 6.863

3.3  Power System Network Impact
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3.3.3  Mutual coupling impact

Among the most effective problems for all fault locators, the existence of mutual coupling is a

serious one. The mutual coupling among the adjacent conductors is effectively measurable in all

multi-phase systems. However, it is more effective and measurable in multi-circuit lines. Owing

to its existence, the total line impedance significantly changes resulting from the mutually

reflected impedances from the other phases. The actual line parameters significantly deviate

from those parameters that are adjusted by the off-line relay setting. Moreover, the problem of

mutual coupling is not really constant and strongly depends on different interacting factors such

as conductors’ spacing and voltage levels. For the purpose of fault location, in particular, these

effects remarkably increase the error levels in the estimated distance and affect the locator

accuracy seriously. For this purpose, each algorithm is examined via the prepared test cases

covering the entire range of line length and all possible fault types using a distributed parameter

line model and considering both transposed and untransposed cases. Table 3.5 summarizes the

results of these tests showing the resulted overall accuracy of all algorithms. The results reveal

the increasing errors resulting from the mutual coupling existence. Also, the effect of line

imbalance on the resulting accuracy is obvious. However, double end algorithms generally have

a better performance than other single end ones, specially those algorithms depending on

equating fault point voltages from both line ends (B1, B2 and B4). Those single end algorithms

that used the compensation features (A5 and A6) are characterized with a better performance

than other single end ones.

Table 3.5  Line model variation evaluation

Overall accuracy AOAlgorithm
no. Distributed line model

(transposed case)
Distributed line model

(untransposed case)
A1 20.221 20.982
A2 16.113 16.920
A3 19.662 20.412
A4 17.293 17.972
A5 11.316 12.064
A6 9.347 10.127
B1 6.830 7.171
B2 4.115 4.551
B3 7.936 8.363
B4 5.388 5.768
B5 9.868 10.160
B6 8.456 8.826
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3.4  Fault Resistance Impact

Involving a resistance in the fault loop during phase and double phase to ground faults is a

typical fault condition for overhead lines. This resistance is not only caused by the arc resistance

between the fault point and the ground, but also by some other reasons such as the resistance of

any path to ground or errors in the ground resistivity modeling [57]. The existence of this

resistance during the fault has a remarkable impact on all algorithms. However, this impact

differs from one algorithm to another with the considering assumptions for each one. Generally,

all those algorithms that are based on lumped parameters are thought to be seriously affected by

higher resistance values due to the considerable charging currents as compared with fault

currents in these situations. On the other hand, double end algorithms are theoretically not

affected by the fault resistance, especially those algorithms that are based on equating fault point

voltage from both line ends. However, high resistance values may be still effective due to the

charging current modeling inaccuracy. Also, the performance of single end ones depends mainly

on the considered assumptions for each algorithm. It is worth to investigate these situations

thoroughly. In order to evaluate the performances of the algorithms during these situations, a

group of testing cases was prepared covering the entire range of the line length as well as a wide

range of the added fault resistances up to 10 kΩ. The overall accuracy of each algorithm was

plotted for single and double end algorithms in Fig. 3.2(a) and (b) respectively. A single circuit,

double infeed and loaded line with untransposed distributed parameter line model was

considered here.

       (a)            (b)
Fig. 3.2 Fault resistance effects on selected algorithms

(a) One terminal data algorithms, A1-A6    (b) Two terminals data algorithms, B1-B6
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The line is supposed here to be untransposed considering full loading and double infeed for

investigating the worst case for the fault types to find out the lowest accuracy for each

algorithm. The results reveal the significant influence of the added fault resistance on the

performance of fault location algorithms, especially with large resistance values. It has also been

found that one terminal data algorithms A5, A6 have relatively lower errors as compared with

other single end ones. This reveals the remarkable improvement with the compensation

employment for fault location estimation. However, the superiority of double end algorithms as

compared with single end ones considering the existence of fault resistance is obvious.

3.5  Industrial Usage of Fault Location Algorithms

Due to the extra hardware requirements for double end algorithms including synchronization

and communication tools between both line ends, single end ones have the superiority from the

commercial and the industrial viewpoints till present. Generally, those algorithms with real

current distribution factors represent the main platform of most commercial locators [37]. A

dedicated fault location scheme was earlier developed in Japan in the early 1980s [38, 39, 40].

With the development of the modern multi-function digital relays, fault location algorithms are

included as a sub-function in the relaying unit [58, 59]. The apparent impedance approach was

also employed aiming to develop an accurate single end fault location estimation routines [60].

Also, the dedicated communication equipment and accurate timing with GPS units were tested

recently for a double end algorithm with distributed parameter model [3, 34]. However, the

usage of those double end algorithms is still commercially limited in spite of their promising

performances. On the other hand the rapid development of communication and timing

equipment may lead to develop cheaper, more compact and more reliable units. This is expected

to facilitate the usage of double end methods to be a real competitor for the single end ones.



4 Modal Transformation-Based Fault
Location Algorithm

This chapter proposes a new fault location algorithm aiming to overcome the basic factors that

can affect the accuracy of fault location calculation methods. The decoupling feature of modal

transformation in conjunction with the apparent impedance approach collaborate together to

realize this goal.

4.1 General Recommendations

The presented comparative study in the last chapter pinpointed the essential factors that can

remarkably affect the fault location accuracy. These factors mainly result from the considered

simplifications assumptions for each algorithm. The results show that the mutual coupling and

high fault impedance are the most effective factors that can affect all fault location algorithms.

Also, both remote infeeding and pre-fault loading arise as critical issues for all single end

algorithms. Moreover, all of the aforementioned factors have more effects with the existence of

line imbalance situations. Another point of view arises when considering the commercial

recommendation and technical limitations. Till present, single end fault locators have the

commercial superiority due to the extra requirements for two end ones. It is, therefore,

recommended for the aimed fault location algorithm to be a single end one in order to fit all

transmission system types.

The different basic concepts for single end fault locators are described in the last chapter;

including simple phasor diagram analyzing, approximated real current distribution factors and
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the apparent impedance approach. The results show the efficiency of the apparent impedance

approach as compared with the other ones. However, its accuracy is still generally lower than

the double end algorithms. Thus, the proposed fault locator considers the apparent impedance

approach in order to eliminate the effects of the remote infeed and pre-fault loading. Also, the

modal transformation is employed to eliminate the effects of the mutual coupling. The problem

of high impedance faults will be considered with AI tuning as seen in the next chapters..

4.2 Mathematical Fundamentals

4.2.1  Apparent impedance approach

                                    xZL

   
              IFs          IFr

                                                      F

       Sending                         RF          IF      
          end

                    Fault locator

Fig. 4.1 One line diagram of a three phase transmission line

Fig. 4.1 shows the one-line diagram of a double infeed transmission line, in which the fault

locator is equipped at the sending end. A line to ground fault occurs on a phase A through a

resistance RF at a distance x from the sending end. The fault current IF comprises from two

components IFs and IFr flowing from the sending and receiving ends respectively. The apparent

impedance Zaap, seen from the locator position, is equal to the ratio of the selected apparent

voltage Vsel to the selected apparent current Isel as

sel

sel
app I

V
Z =                        (4.1)

These selected apparent voltage and current quantities are based on the fault type as well as the

associated faulty phases. For the occurring phase to ground fault in particular, the selected

voltage Vsel can be written as a function of the selected current Isel as
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FFselLsel RIIZV += x

FFrFsselL )RI(IIZ       ++=  x (4.2)

However, neither the current IF nor the current IFr is available for single end algorithms. Hence,

the algorithm should depend only on the available data at the sending end. The part RF IF can be

replaced by RFs IFs, where RFs is the apparent fault resistance value as seen from the sending end

as follows:

)II(RIR FrFsFFsFs += (4.3)

In which the resistance RFs can be rewritten as














+=

Fs

Fr
FFs I

I
1RR                                    (4.4)

In order to get a real value for the assigned RFs resistor, it is assumed that the resistance has only

a resistive component. Both IFs and IFr are then in phase. To fulfil this assumption, the system is

assumed to be a homogeneous one. Substituting from equation (4.4) and (4.3) in equation (4.2)

and rearranging yield the general seen apparent impedance form as

sel

comp
FsL

sel

sel
app I

I
RZ

I
VZ +==  x (4.5)

Owing to the fault type and the associated faulty phases, the selected voltage and current

quantities, Vsel and Isel, as well as the compensation current quantity, Icomp, are computed. Then

equation (4.5) can be directly solved for the unknown fault distance x. As clear from the above

equation, the approach can effectively compensate the effects of remote infeed. Also,

considering the pre-fault loading current is possible. This results in a successful single end fault

location estimation method [34, 44].

4.2.2  Benefits of modal transformation

Modal transformation is essentially characterized with the ability to decompose a certain group

of coupled equations into decoupled ones excluding the mutual parts among these equations.

This can be typically applied to the impedance matrices for coupled conductors. As shown Fig.

4.2 Mathematical Fundamentals
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4.2, the terms of mutual impedance Zm disappeared from the transformed impedance matrix; in

which the modal impedance quantities Zm1, Zm2 and Zm3 only appear and the other off-diagonal

elements are equal to zero. This decoupling is remarkably important as the required complex

mathematical manipulation for those applications can be efficiently performed without further

complexity or approximations. This successfully enhances the overall efficiency of their

applications. An example for these applications is the modal transformation-based distance

protection schemes [61, 62, 63, 64].

Fig. 4.2 Modal transformation decoupling

For power system applications, the measured voltages and currents can be transformed into their

modal quantities as

Vm = Tv 
-1 *  Vp                         (4.6)

Im  = Ti -1 *  Ip                         (4.7)

Where the indices m and p are related to modal and phase quantities, respectively. Tv and Ti are

the corresponding voltage and current transformation matrices. Appendix C presents a sufficient

explanation for its mathematical basis. For balanced (equally transposed) multi-phase lines both

Tv and Ti matrices can be easily chosen to Clarke transformation as [65]
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Then, the modal impedance and admittance matrices Zm and Ym can be found respectively as

Zm= Tv
-1* Z * Tv                 (4.9)

Ym= Ti
-1* Y * Ti (4.10)

4.3  Fault Location Algorithm Mathematical Basis

The structure of the proposed fault location algorithm is generally based on two essential

concepts. Firstly, the modal transformation is employed in order to transform all measured

voltage and current quantities into their modal values. The aim is to eliminate the mutual effects

perfectly. Then, the apparent impedance approach is employed using the resulting modal

quantities to benefit from the compensation features of the approach to eliminate the influence

of remote infeed and pre-fault loading. This combination is expected to result in a powerful fault

location algorithm dealing with both single and multi-circuit lines using single end data.

                                            VA    VB     VC      IA         IB        IC

        Fault detector                                Sampling
         & classifer

            Phasor estimation using DFT

Modal transforming

      Fault locator

             Fig. 4.3 Schematic of the proposed fault location algorithm

A general description of the proposed algorithm is given in Fig. 4.3. Currents and voltages of all

phases are extracted and sampled with a sampling rate of 32 samples per cycle. This sampling

rate is currently common for modern digital relay requirements and enough for all required

phasor estimation purposes. These quantities are designated as VA, VB, VC, IA, IB and IC

respectively. These sampled inputs are fed to the locator via DFT filtering stage as well as

modal transformation stage. All extracted voltage and current phasor quantities are transformed

4.3  Fault Location Algorithm Mathematical Basis
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into their modal forms with the main transformation equations (4.6) and (4.7). Once the

disturbance occurs, the fault detector & classifier enables the locator to start the estimation

process. The resulting modal quantities are processed according to the classified fault type as

well as the associated faulty phases.

4.3.1  Phase to ground fault

As shown in Fig. 4.4, a line to ground fault is assumed to occur on phase A through a certain

fault resistance RF. The fault occurred at a distance x percentage of the total line length L. First

the fault is assumed to be solidly earthed to explain the algorithm essence.

   

        

                                   
          

            

Sending
end Receiving

end

Fault locator

RF           IF

IFs                  IFr
                     F

x

Fig. 4.4 Phase to ground fault

Considering RF to be zero, the describing equation for this fault type can be then written as

VAF  = 0                                     (4.11)

where VAF is the measured voltage for phase A at the fault point F. The faulted network can be

expressed by a three uncoupled circuits using modal transformation as seen in Fig. 4.5. Then

equation (4.11) can be rewritten as follows:

 VAF = T1,1VFm1 + T1,2VFm2 + T1, 3VFm3

∑=
=

3

1
Fmjj1,

j
)(VT                               (4.12)

Where VFm1, VFm2 and VFm3 are the modal voltages at the point F.
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Vm1
             Zm1

       Im1

       VFm1

Vm2
             Zm2

   Im2

             VFm2

Vm3
             Zm3

   Im3

              VFm3

Fig. 4.5 Faulted network modal circuits

Owing to these uncoupled modal circuits, substituting with fault point modal voltages as

function of their related modal quantities at the sending end in equation (4.12) yields,

∑ −=
=

3

1
mjmjmjj1,AF

j
)IZ(VTV x           (4.13)

Where j is the number of modes (3 for balanced lines). From equations (4.11) and (4.12), the

apparent impedance Zaap, AG seen from the relay location can be expressed according to the

apparent impedance approach as

1m

3m
3m3,1

1m

2m
2m2,11m1,1

3m3,12m2,11m1,1
1mapp,  AG

Z

Z
VT

Z
ZITIT

VTVTVT
ZZ

++

++
==  x (4.14)

Zapp, AG is expressed as a percentage of the modal impedance Zm1. The equation can be then

directly solved for the unknown fault distance x according to the apparent impedance approach

using equation (4.5) with the following selected voltages and currents:

m31,3m21,2m11,1AG sel, VTVTVTV ++=                        (4.15)

1m

3m
3m3,1

1m

2m
2m2,11m1,1sel, AG Z

Z
IT

Z
ZITITI ++=         (4.16)

The procedure is repeated considering the existence of the fault resistance RF in which the fault

current IF is supplied with both the sending and receiving end currents as

IF = IFs + IFr                                             (4.17)

The new describing equation considering a non-zero fault point voltage is written as follows:

4.3  Fault Location Algorithm Mathematical Basis
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VAF  =   RF IF          (4.18)

By replacing the part RF×IF with  RFs×IFs as explained before with equation (4.3) and (4.4)

equation (4.18) can be rewritten as

VAF = RFs IFs                       (4.19)

Expressing this equation using modal quantities similarly to the solid fault case procedure using

equation (4.13) and the new describing equation (4.19) yields,

sel, AG

Fs
Fs1m

sel, AG

sel, AG
app, AG I

IRZ
I
V

Z +==  x                    (4.20)

Where the compensation current for this case, IFs, is calculated as follows:

∑+∑+∑=
===

3

1j
mj,j3

3

1j
mj,j2

3

1j
mj,j1Fs ITITITI                     (4.21)

In order to compensate the effect of pre-fault currents, these currents should be subtracted from

the compensation current in equation (4.20). The pre-fault current matrix IL can be written for

each circuit as

IL = [ ILA  ILB  ILC ] t                       (4.22)

Where ILA , ILB and ILC are designated for pre-fault currents for phases A, B and C respectively.

The equivalent modal quantity matrix ILM is then found as

ILM = Ti
-1 * IL  =  [ IL1 IL2 IL3] t                                        (4.23)

Similar derivation are performed for other phase to ground faults on phase B or C as well.

4.3.2  Double phase fault

As shown in Fig. 4.6, a phase to phase fault is assumed to occur between phases A and B at a

distance x from the sending end. The new constraint for this fault condition is described as

VAF  =  VAB (4.24)

Where VAF and VAB are the phase voltages at the fault points FA and FB for both faulted phases

A and B respectively.
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Fig. 4.6 Double phase fault

Using modal quantities equation (4.23) can be rewritten as follows:

∑=∑
==

3

1
FBmjj1,

3

1
FAmjj1,

j
)(VT 

j
)(VT (4.25)

Then, substituting in equation (4.25) using decoupled modal networks yields,

∑ −=∑ −
==

3

1
BmjmjBmjj1,

3

1
AmjmjAmjj1,

j
)IZ(VT

j
)IZ(VT xx (4.26)

Rearranging equation (4.26) to get the apparent impedance Zapp, AB finally yields the Zapp, AB as

1m
sel, AB

sel, AB
app, AB Z

I
V

Z  x==

∑∑

∑∑

==

==

−

−

= 3

1j 1m

mj
mjj,2

1m

mj
3

1j
mjj,1

3

1j
mjj,2

3

1j
mjj,1

Z
Z

IT
Z
Z

IT

VTVT
(4.27)

When the fault occurs through the ground with a certain impedance RF, the new boundary

condition for this case can be described as,

VFA = VFB = IF RF = IFS RFs       (4.28)

Then, equating the first two terms of the equation (4.28) yields a similar relation as by equation

(4.27) in addition to the compensation current part Icomp. The compensation current can be

4.3  Fault Location Algorithm Mathematical Basis
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described as a function of sending end modal currents and the pre-fault modal currents as seen

bellow as:











−−−= ∑∑∑∑

====

3

1j
Ljj,2

3

1j
Ljj,1

3

1j
mjj,2

3

1j
mjj,1comp ITITITITI (4.29)

4.3.3  Three phase fault

A three phase fault occurs at the points FA, FB and FC at a distance x from the sending end as

shown in Fig. 4.7. The describing equation for this fault case can be described as

VFA = VFB = VFC =  0 (4.30)

Hence, this fault can be considered by the same equations of double phase fault (considering

VFA = VFB as in double phase faults), or with single phase to ground fault (considering VFA = 0

as in case of line to ground faults).
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Fig. 4.7 Three phase fault

4.3.4  Generalization of the fault location equations

As seen in the last subsection, a special formula has been derived for each fault type. However,

it is more convenient to rewrite the proposed algorithm in a general form for all fault types. This

is more practical and helpful especially for implementation purposes. Equation (4.5) is the main

apparent impedance formula. Where the coefficients Vsel, Isel and Icomp are calculated according

to the fault type as expressed in the following equations:

∑+∑+∑=
===

3

1j
mj,j33

3

1j
mj,j22

3

1j
mj,j11sel VTaVTaVTaV             (4.31)
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Where ILC is the subtracted current part due to pre-fault currents and can be calculated as

∑+∑+∑=
===

3

1j
Lj,j33

3

1j
Lj,j22

3

1j
Lj,j11LC ITbITbITbI               (4.34)

These equations represent the general equations of the proposed locator. They are available for

all fault types, where the associated constants are selected depending on the fault type. A key of

the related  values for these constants is given in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1  Key table for equation constants

Fault  type a1 a2 a3 b1 b2 b3

A-G 1 0 0 1 1 1
B-G 0 1 0 1 1 1
C-G 0 0 1 1 1 1

A-B/A-B to G 1 -1 0 1 -1 0
A-C/A-C to G 1 0 -1 1 0 -1
B-C/B-C to G 0 1 -1 0 1 -1

A-B-C 1 0 0 1 1 1

4.3.5  Correction of charging currents

Since the derivation of the fault location algorithm is based on the simple lumped parameter line

model, charging currents arise as an essential source of the estimation error. Several tests have

been carried out in order to investigate the contribution of these currents into the overall

estimation error. The results concluded that these currents introduce a significant error

contribution particularly with high resistance fault cases. This is due to the relatively low

currents during these faults. Thus, the compensation of their effects improves the overall

performance. Fig. 4.8 shows the current contribution from both self and mutual capacitance

parts, lumped at locator location, which are designated as Cs and Cm. To illustrate the

mathematical description for this compensation. A line to ground fault on phase A is considered

as an example as shown in the figure. In order to get more accurate fault distance estimation, the

locator should depend on the contributed current in the fault, IA´, rather than the current IA seen

4.3  Fault Location Algorithm Mathematical Basis
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by the locator at its location. Thus, the resulted self and mutual capacitance currents ICs and ICm

are subtracted respectively as follows:

IA´ =  IA - ICs  - ICm          (4.35)

Where the associated values for both ICs and ICm are calculated as

dt
dVCI A

sCs =          (4.36)

( ) ( )
dt

VVd
C

dt

VVd
CI CA

m
BA

mCm

−
+

−
=                        (4.37)

 IA        Cm      IA´
                                                        RF

  IB                                                                                        IB´
                                                     ICs                                   ICm

  IC               Cs      IC´
 

Fig. 4.8 Contribution of capacitance currents  at the relay location

Similarly IB´ and IC´ are calculated, then the three line current values are updated before the fault

location calculation routine is executed.

4.4  Algorithm Performance Evaluation

The evaluation of the proposed fault location algorithm was performed using the constructed

testing mechanism that was described in the last chapter using both ATP-EMTP and MATLAB.

A group of test cases were prepared with the EMTP-ATP covering the entire range of the line

length and a wide range of the fault resistance. At each fault location, all possible fault types

(phase to ground, double phase, double phase to ground, and three phase fault cases) were tested

to find out the individual accuracy at this location. Also, the overall accuracy was computed by

comparing the resulting estimation errors along the entire range of the line length according to

both equations (3.1) and (3.2) respectively. The selected test cases were prepared covering the
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different situations that may significantly affect the algorithm accuracy such as line loading,

double infeed, fault resistance and line imbalance using the same 220 kV, 200 km line. The

system parameters as well as conductor configuration are listed in Appendix B.

4.4.1  Pre-fault line loading impact

In order to investigate the effects of pre-fault line load before the occurrence of disturbance, a

certain group of different test cases were prepared with faults occurring under both no load and

full load conditions. The line was assumed to be single circuit line fed from only one line end.

Also, all ground faults occurred solidly and the line was assumed to be only with transposed

parameters. The aim is to investigate the pre-fault load effects regardless of other sources of

estimation error. The resulting estimation error of combination of these error sources

simultaneously will be covered later. Firstly, the individual accuracy was evaluated in order to

investigate the fault position effect on the scheme accuracy. Fig. 4.9 shows the variation of the

individual accuracy (AI) along the entire range of the line length for both no load and full load

situations. The shown results reveal the relatively higher estimation error for close-in faults as a

common feature of most single end algorithms. Also, the figure shows that the local accuracy

AL for the proposed algorithm for both loading conditions does not exceed 3 %.

Fig.  4.9  Individual accuracy along the entire range of the line length

Then, the overall accuracy, AO, was investigated as a percentage of the occurring maximum

estimation error to the total line length. For this purpose the maximum resulting estimation error

for each fault position is plotted against the fault distance for both no load and full load

situations as shown in Fig. 4.10. As revealed from the shown results, the overall accuracy does

not exceed 0.3 % and 0.5 % of the total line length for both situations respectively.
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Fig. 4.10 Overall accuracy evaluation for both no load and full load cases

4.4.2  Remote infeed impact

As the proposed algorithm depends only on the data available at the relay location, the need

to evaluate the impact of the remote infeed on the algorithm accuracy is obvious. This problem

is a considerable error factor for all single end relaying algorithms. However, the apparent

impedance approach is expected to present an acceptable performance considering this situation.

In order to investigate the influence of remote infeed existence, some test cases were prepared

with all fault type possibilities considering single circuit line with no pre-fault loading. For all

these test cases, the line was assumed to be single circuit line and fed from both line ends. Also

all ground faults occurred solidly and the line was assumed to be with transposed parameters.

Fig. 4.11 plots the maximum resulting estimation error against the fault position for both cases.

The shown results reveal the algorithm efficacy in both single and double infeed situations.

Fig. 4.11 Evaluation of double infeed line situations
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4.4.3  Fault resistance impact

Involving a resistance in the fault loop during phase and double phase to ground faults is a

practical situation in typical fault conditions. This resistance is not only caused by the arc

resistance between the fault point and the ground, but also by some other reasons like the

resistance of any path to ground or errors in the ground resistivity modeling. Thus, it is a basic

challenge for all fault locators. Ideally, the proposed algorithm is immune to the existence of

fault resistance. This is clear from the derivation of the algorithm as shown in section 4.3, in

which the formula for the estimated fault location x is independent of the apparent fault

resistance RFs. Also, the charging currents are compensated as seen in section 4.3.5.

Since the algorithm derivation considers only a lumped parameter line model, the parameter

distribution is strongly expected to have a remarkable influence on the algorithm performance. It

is, therefore, more worth to investigate the performance of the proposed algorithms during these

situations. For this purpose, some test cases were prepared with the added fault resistance for

both single phase and double phase to ground faults. For these test cases, the line was assumed

to be single circuit line and fed from only one line end with no pre-fault load with transposed

line parameters. These test cases covered a wide range of the added fault resistance up to 1kΩ.

At each fault resistance value the response of the proposed approach is checked to find out the

overall accuracy of the proposed algorithm. Fig. 4.12 shows the results for both single phase and

double phase to ground faults using solid and dashed lines respectively. As revealed, the

algorithm is still showing an acceptable overall accuracy for both fault cases along the selected

range of the fault resistance.

Fig. 4.12 Fault resistance impact evaluation
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4.4.4  Line imbalance impact

During the algorithm derivation, the line is considered to be homogeneous with balanced

(transposed) parameters along the whole line length. This assumption is essential in order to

formalize the required algorithm using the apparent impedance approach. Also, the balanced

line parameters facilitate to exclude the unknown apparent fault resistance value perfectly to get

the unknown fault distance x as seen in section 4.3. This assumption is quite acceptable for

transposed line cases. This is mainly due to the efficient compensation features owing to the

apparent impedance approach. However, for untransposed line cases, the line parameters are no

longer equally distributed along the whole line. Also, the allocation of the considered lumped

capacitance for compensating the charging currents differs from the actual distributing

capacitance along the line. Both line imbalance and capacitance allocation effect collaborate

together to enlarge the resulting estimation error. Thus, the algorithm performance is expected to

be affected remarkably in these situations. Moreover, the resulting error may increase

considerably due to the existence of non-solid ground faults and doubly fed lines. It is therefore

more convenient to investigate these situations.

Firstly, the collaboration of the line imbalance case with the remote infeed is considered under

no-loading operation. Fig. 4.13 shows the variation of the resulting estimation error against the

line length for both transposed and untransposed line cases. The algorithm encountered a higher

level of error during the untransposed one. The overall accuracy can be then found for both

situations with the maximum estimation error as 1.1% for untransposed parameters and 0.3% for

the transposed case.

Fig. 4.13 Remote infeed impact investigation with line imbalance
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For the case of fault resistance existence, Fig. 4.14 shows the resulting overall accuracy against

the added fault resistance for both single phase and double phase to ground fault conditions. The

line was fed from only one end with no pre-fault loading. These results reveal the remarkable

impact of line imbalance on the algorithm performance.

Fig. 4.14 Fault resistance impact considering untransposed line

4.4.5  Mutual coupling impact

Owing to the decoupling feature of modal transformation, the proposed algorithm is expected to

have a high immunity to those problems that result from the mutual effects. In order to evaluate

the algorithm performance during these situations, the applied tests were repeated for double

circuit transmission line case as shown in Fig. 4.15. The results compare the algorithm behavior

for both single and double circuit lines with different infeed situations and different loading

conditions considering the line imbalance and the existence of fault resistance. As revealed from

the results, the algorithm has a perfect immunity to the resulting mutual coupling from the

adjacent multi-circuit lines. It, therefore, provides a powerful fault location scheme for both

single and multi circuit lines.

4.4.6  Cumulative total error

All of the applied tests reveal the superior performance of the proposed approach for the

selected situations. However, these situations consider the factors that may affect the overall

performance of the proposed algorithm individually. It is expected that the contribution of the

simultaneous existence of some of the aforementioned factors may result in a higher estimation

error. It is, therefore, more convenient to develop a general estimation of the total error

considering the existence of these factors simultaneously.
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Fig. 4.15  Algorithm performance during single and double circuit lines

For this purpose, different test cases were prepared covering the entire range of the line length

considering the aforementioned individual circumstances simultaneously. These test cases dealt

with a double circuit untransposed line, assuming full loading, double infeed and different

values of fault resistance. Both single and double phase to ground faults were examined using a

wide range of the added fault resistance. Thus the total error for this situation primarily depends

on the value of the added fault resistance in conjunction with the fault point position along the

line. Fig. 4.16 (a) and (b) plot the total error versus the fault point position and the added fault

resistance. The results show that the proposed approach is characterized by a maximum total

estimation error of 4.4% and 2.0% for single and double phase to ground faults respectively.

4.5  General Concluding Remarks

Through the mathematical handling for the approach derivation, the full transposing of the line

is assumed. This assumption resulted in considering constant transformation matrices into modal

form and can be easily achieved using the Clarke transformation matrix for both currents and

voltages as explained before. For unbalanced (untransposed) lines, two different treatments are
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individually using three modes for each one. The same equations are applied for the faulty

circuit. The other treatment is achieved by depending on the associated untransposed line

parameters. Hence, the related equations must be rewritten using the new resultant

transformation matrices. The associated equations can be easily adopted to be suitable for the

untransposed situation by changing the number of modes (equal to 3 in a transposed one) to be

equal to the number of phases (6 for a double circuit line). However, the related transformation

matrices differ from one line to another depending on the conductor configurations and line

parameters. This represents a practical difficulty due to the need to calculate the individual

matrices for each line. Different test cases were accomplished to investigate both situations. It

has been concluded that using constant transformation matrices (neglecting untransposition) is

sufficiently accurate for all configurations. This is also clear in the presented tests in the last

section.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 14.16  Percentage of total error limit for cumulative error factors

(a) Single phase to ground fault   (b) double phase to ground fault
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 As revealed in the presented tests, the proposed algorithm is characterized by a high

performance during all loading and infeeding conditions. Also, the algorithm is able to eliminate

perfectly the mutual coupling effects on the algorithm accuracy. This leads to provide a practical

fault location algorithm suitable for both single and multi-circuit lines even with the line

imbalance. However, the algorithm performance during those fault cases with high fault

resistance values is still questionable. Different factors participated into this response including

the charging currents inaccuracies and simplification assumptions. The nature of these factors

and their interaction has a non-deterministic behavior so that eliminating them using normal

mathematical compensation is quite difficult. Thus, the need for some modern processing tools

is obvious. The Artificial Intelligence (AI) tools are therefore expected to provide a solution for

this problem as described in the following chapters.



5  Assessment of AI Tools for Protection
    Purposes and Fault Location

The goal of this chapter is to review the employment of Artificial Intelligence (AI) tools for

power system protection purposes including the applications, the used tools and the provided

improvements. Also, employing these tools for fault location purposes are here highlighted for

the later usage of these tools. Next chapters explain in detail how AI methods can significantly

improve the performance of the proposed fault location algorithm with the proper intelligent tool

to compensate the resulting estimation error and consequently improve its fault location

estimation accuracy.

5.1  AI Techniques: Tools, History and Abilities

The basic feature of the human sense is the ability of approximated reasoning dealing with

subjective knowledge, ambiguity and uncertainties. On the other hand, conventional

mathematical basis deals only with those deterministic and well defined data. These wide

capabilities of human intelligence inspired the researchers to attempt to emulate the human

thinking with artificial approaches. They mainly aim to make use of these intelligent abilities for

solving the complex problems that are extremely difficult (or impossible) to be accessed with

conventional methods. There are several categories of AI tools; whereas, each of them has

certain characteristics and employs different intelligent processes. Those tools have been

employed for a wide variety of applications. For protection applications in particular, Artificial

Neural Network (ANN), Expert Systems (ES), Fuzzy Logic (FL) and Genetic algorithms (GA)

are successfully employed as seen in the literatures.
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One of the first attempts to emulate the human thinking is the ANN, which tries to simulate the

activities of human biological neuronal-system. The work in this field has started from the

1940s. However, since the late of 1980s the significant contributions for ANN have really begun

by developing practical and efficient training algorithms in order to optimize the arbitrary

designed network structures [66]. The essential feature of the ANNs is the ability to be trained

so that the structure of the designed ANN can be optimized in order to get the highest

performance through the real operation. The power of neural networks is manifested in complex

classification problems or in modeling of highly non-linear systems whose behavior can not be

directly expressed by conventional mathematical forms. This can be achieved through a wide

variety of ANN construction models and different powerful training paradigms. Each of these

models has its own advantages and disadvantages as explained intensively in the literatures.

ES arises as a typical AI powerful tool designed to mimic the basic aspects of human intelligent

thinking including knowledge handling and reasoning. It is commonly developed by inputting

the collected experience from the human experts into certain rules in a pre-defined rule base. For

practical use in the real field, the defined input information vector is processed via a suitable

search mechanism providing the resulting final decisions. The first ES, “DENDRAL”, was

introduced in 1965 to assist chemists by determining the molecular structure of complex organic

compounds. A few years later, another system, “MYCIN”, appeared for similar chemical

purposes. Starting from the 1980s, ES applications were provided for industrial purposes as well

[67]. For power system purposes, some successful applications were developed covering a wide

variety of purposes as highlighted in the literatures. In spite of the good information handling of

ESs, the learning inability, the doubtful performance through the uncertainties and non-linearity

handling are basic disadvantages.

FL systems provide a robust and rich methodology for solving non-conventional problems that

have defined by terms such as ambiguity, vagueness, uncertainty and conflicting knowledge.

Similarly to ESs, FL systems describe the considered task into pre-defined rules. However, their

response is much faster depending on a direct and simple inference mechanism. The

mathematical basis of fuzzy set theory was first suggested by L. Zadeh in 1965 to describe those

problems that are difficult (or impossible) to be described using deterministic variables. The first

practical FL-based application was the “Automatic Train Operator” by Sendai subway, Japan, in

1987. Then, FL systems got much attention resulting in a huge amount of contributions by

different authorities all over the world [68]. FL is considered to be a powerful tool for non-linear
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mapping as well. Thus, it can be used optimally for complex classification and non-linear

simulation problems. Also, FL systems are more distinctive with understandable configuration

in forms of linguistic rules of knowledge than ANN ones. Moreover, recent training methods

support FL strongly to be an optimal AI tool.

GA is considered a mathematical representation of the natural theory of evolution that happens

in living beings. These concepts of the biological process to select the fittest elements can be

translated into a certain mathematical algorithm to search for the best solutions for a specific

problem using different operators similar to those natural ones. For the considered problem, a

fraction of the good solutions is selected among all possible solutions, while the others are

rejected (survival of the fittest). Then, the selected solutions undergo the processes of

reproduction, crossover, and mutation to produce a new generation of possible solutions. This

process is repeated until an acceptable conversion within a generation is got. The basic benefit

of this technique is that it performs the search in an intelligent manner starting from a broad

spectrum of possible solutions; rather than restricting the search into a narrow domain, in which

the results would be initially expected [69]. Thus, the GA is expected to be an optimal tool for

optimization purposes providing a fast and robust convergence.

Generally speaking, AI tools provide a powerful solution method by performing non-

conventional mathematical operations aiming to emulate the human intelligence. It mainly can

be employed for those problems that can not be manipulated by conventional methods due to

their unknown characteristics, non-linearity, ambiguity or uncertainties. However, developing a

proper solution depends essentially on the own characteristics of each AI tool as well as the own

characteristics of the considered task.

5.2  AI and Protection

The basic technologies for fundamental components in power systems like generators, lines and

transformers change slowly. On contrast, the power system industry seeks for the ways that can

improve the reliability and the efficiency of power delivery rapidly. Hence, those supplementary

tools such as protection and control equipment have an increasing attention. Thus, employing

the AI tools has a continuous interesting for research efforts for all power system purposes. For

protection purposes, in particular, many successful contributions were introduced as seen in the

literatures. This is mainly due to the promising performance and the expected efficacy of these

5.1  AI Techniques: Tools, History and Abilities
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tools. The rapid development of modern communication and computer engineering is also

another important support by providing the basic platform for developing these AI-based

applications.

5.2.1  AI protection applications overview

The usage of AI tools was firstly initiated to perform the ancillary functions relating to the

relaying processes rather than the relaying functions themselves such as relay setting, equipment

coordination and fuse selections. This was achieved basically by employing ESs depending on

the human expertise starting from 1980s as seen in [70, 71, 72, 73]. By providing the practical

and efficient training algorithms for ANNs, a huge amount of applications covering all

protection purposes were developed hereinafter. A literature survey of the published AI-based

contributions for protection application according to the percentage of application sharing of

each tool and the considered protection functions was recently introduced in [4]. This is shown

in Fig. 5.1(a) and (b) respectively. The results help generally to order the amount of applications

for each tool rather than to present the accurate percentage of sharing. This is mainly due to the

huge and fast growing of AI-based protection tools.

(a)    (b)

Fig. 5.1  Classification of protection applications using AI tools

(a) tools (b)  Functions

As revealed from Fig. 5.1(a), ANNs have the dominant part of sharing (55 %) due to their direct

designing methods, fast response and their optimum suitability for on-line operation. Due to the

relatively long and well established experience of ESs, they became the second with sharing

percentage of 37 %. In spite of the high capabilities of FL systems, they became the third after

the ANN and ES ones. This is partially due to the relatively later employment of FL systems for

protection applications. Also, the difficulty in optimizing the FL network parameters was
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another factor. Nowadays, the recent methods for optimizing the designed FL networks

promisingly lead to an increasing employment of FL systems efficiently. As concluded from

Fig. 5.1(b), fault diagnosis is the largest field of AI-based applications for protection purposes.

This is mainly due to its wide coverage of all network elements. Then, line protection is the next

field of applications. It mainly results from the wide variety of protection applications of

transmission networks and their suitability to be handled with AI tools including fault detection,

arcing fault detection, fault location, adaptive line relaying, autoreclosure operation, direction

elements .... etc. Transformer and rotating machinery came in the next two categories. Finally

Medium voltage networks have the lowest sharing of applications.

5.2.2  AI tools and overhead line fault location

Locating the occurring faults on overhead lines usually encounters a variety of technical

problems resulting from different circumstances as explained in Chapters 2 and 3. These

problems oppose to get an accurate estimation of the aimed fault distance. Thus, it arises as one

of the most favorable areas for AI research studies. A dedicated ES was earlier employed in

1989 to select the proper fault location algorithm among different ones according to the fault

type, the available information and the network circumstances [74]. The fault location routine

came as a part of an integrated ES-based scheme for fault detection, sectionalizing and location.

However, selecting a fault location algorithm is a straightforward task depending on the

available data at the locator position as well as the network configuration. This may be required

to be performed once during the fabrication and installation of the fault location unit in the field.

Thus no further advantages may be gained by employing ES for selecting the fault location

algorithm in on-line mode.

With the great developments of ANN training and designing methods, a trail of contributions

have been introduced to estimate the fault distance of the faulted line. This is mainly

accomplished by those ANN types that use supervised training to map the hidden relations

among the available data and the unknown fault distance through the collected training data [45,

46, 47]. The Multilayers Feedforward (MLF) ANN is considered the basic platform for these

applications.

Unfortunately, FL systems have no solid contributions for fault location purposes till present.

The essential reason behind this situation is the difficulty in optimizing the constructed FL

5.2  AI and Protection
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network parameters. However, the recent training methods for optimizing the parameters for FL

networks are strongly expected to enable to employ FL tools for these purposes successfully.

Other applications have been introduced employing GA for fault location purposes as well. The

common idea for these applications is to express the fault location formula as an optimization

problem and seek for the optimum solution for the unknown fault distance [51, 52].

As revealed from the above explanation, the fault location problem is considered to be a highly

suitable problem to be dealt with AI-based solutions. This can be achieved by adopting the

considered AI tool to formalize the fault location estimation process in the right manner.

However, the efficacy of the overall performance is highly characterized by the capabilities of

each AI method as well as the accuracy of the problem formalization itself.

 5.2.3  AI employment: a practical viewpoint

In spite of the huge amount of published contributions employing all known AI tools for all

industrial purposes for power systems, a few of them were actually implemented and already

used commercially. As reported in the literatures, ES has the majority of these real applications

[2-6]. Other successful applications were developed using FL for control purposes, in particular,

such as the FL-based subway control in the Japanese Sendai subway company. The developed

system has managed to reduce more than 70 % of those errors that may happen with human

operators.

Employing AI tools for protection purposes, in particular, is unfortunately limited. Some

applications were developed using ES for those off-line purposes such as relay initial setting and

coordination [75, 76, 77, 78]. A recent intelligent application was developed by employing both

pattern recognition and expert system to detect the fault [79]. The proposed scheme has the

ability to recognize downed conductors, persistent arcing faults and temporary arcing faults for

distribution networks. However, neither of FL-based nor ANN-based schemes is employed

commercially for protection purposes till present. Different factors participate into this situation.

Most of these AI-based relaying schemes were introduced to replace the conventional ones

completely depending on full AI-based protection functions. Also, most of these applications

utilized the AI tools as a new fashion realizing no or little further technical enhancements.

Moreover, the dependability and the reliability of these proposed schemes have not been

emphasized. The economic viewpoint plays a basic role as well. Therefore, the industrial
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acceptability to replace the well known technologies with the AI-based modern ones is still

limited.

5.2.4 Proposed AI tools employment outline

The aforementioned analysis of the AI application realization may characterize the AI tools with

a false impression about their abilities and efficacy. These tools have, however, great

capabilities and superior performances as compared with other conventional ones. The optimal

employment of AI tools can be practically realized with dedicating these tools for those tasks

that have no or inefficient conventional solutions. It is more preferable and convenient to

employ these tools to improve the performance of the existing conventional methods rather than

to replace them completely. Then, AI is proposed here to enhance the resultant overall fault

location accuracy. This is achieved by adapting the presented modal transformation-based fault

location algorithm by compensating the total resulting estimation error. This collaboration

between the mathematical fault location algorithm and the intelligent adaptation is expected to

present a superior performance eliminating all expected fault location estimation errors. The

required performance adaptation is carried out by training the constructed intelligent networks

properly via well prepared input-output pairs from a proper simulation tool. This can be

accomplished by either ANN or FL networks; in which the most suitable tool should be realized.

Both AI tools are briefly reviewed in the following two sections, whereas the proposed fault

location adaptation is covered in the next chapters.

5.3  ANN Basics

5.3.1  ANN basic structure

A neural network is a collection of neurons (or simply nodes) that are connected in a certain

configuration to allow the communication among these nodes. Each node receives the weighted

sum of the received signals coming from either the general inputs to the network or from other

nodes and propagates the weighted outputs to other nodes as shown in Fig. 5.2. The node core

simply consists of two parts. Firstly, the weighted inputs to the node are integrated with a

summing function. Then, the resulting sum is aggregated with a dedicated activation function

resulting in the output of the node. Many activation functions are available. The most common

ones include the linear, the step change, the ramp, the sigmoid function and the Gaussian

5.3  ANN Basics
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functions. These non-linear functions can introduce the non-linearity in the network dynamics

by bounding the output values in a fixed range.
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Fig. 5.2 A single node basic construction

The node output is transmitted to other nodes through the pre-defined selected weights. These

weights are basically determined via the training process depending on sufficient collected

training patterns with regard to the considered task [66]. The ANN nodes can be connected in

different ways according to the selected ANN architecture. Each of them is described with

certain characteristics. It is consequently applicable for certain applications. One of the most

common ANN structures is realized by adjusting the nodes into sequential layers. Each layer

includes a certain number of nodes. The first layer is the input layer and it is usually a passive

one corroborating no further processing. It just distributes the inputs to the next layer. The last

layer is the output one containing sufficient nodes according to the aimed outputs for the

considered application. The hidden layers are inserted between both input and output ones

containing a sufficient number of hidden nodes. Practically one or two hidden layers are

sufficient for almost all applications. The wiring of connectivity and its direction among the

different layers detect the type of the network and refer consequently to the suitable training

paradigm. Among the available network architectures; MLF, Radial Basis Functions (RBF) and

Elman networks arise as examples of the most known and common ANN architectures. MLF

network is the most common type with its easy development, efficient training and direct

implementation. For MLF networks, the signals are distributed from the input layers towards the

outputs in one direction. Thus, it does not exhibit any memory actions or network dynamics. It

is, therefore, more popular and considered a basic platform for the majority of applications using

ANNs.

RBF network can be considered as a special feedforward network utilizing basis functions in its

hidden layer rather than using the sigmoid activation as in normal MLF networks. Each of these
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hidden neurons has a symmetrical response around its selected center vector. Each of the output

nodes accumulates the weighted sum of all hidden neurons. Thus, the hidden neurons just map

nonlinearly the inputs from the input space into a new space with a fixed parameter

transformation. The output layer combines linearly the content in this new space, where the

weights connecting both layers are adjusted through the training process using the Least Square

optimization. This simple topological structure and fast training paradigm provide a powerful

tool for various applications including function approximation and classification purposes [80,

81].

Recurrent networks, on the other hand, employ one or more feedback from a certain layer to the

foregoing one(s). Unlike the normal MLF networks, recurrent ones can distinguish the temporal

patterns due to the memory action of the context inputs. A popular example for this category is

the Elman network. The special feature of this network is that one or more feedbacks are

extracted from the hidden neurons and fed to the input layers “Context Units” [82, 83]. Fig. 5.3

shows simplified graphs of the these ANN types, whereas the training of these networks is

considered in the next subsection.

                       a)              (b)                 (c)

Fig. 5.3  Selected ANN architectures

 (a) MLF-network  (b) RBF-network  (c) Elman network

5.3.2  ANN designing

a)  Feature extraction

The aim of this step is to find out the more relevant variables that can be nominated as the

selected inputs to the desired network. Those variables should have a distinguishable

configuration for the required task along the entire range of the dimensional space so that they

can help to perform the required convergence through training. This set of inputs should be
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selected carefully in order realize the minimum sufficient number of inputs, since these

redundant inputs may burden the optimization procedure resulting in a weak or non-stable

ANN. Also, the outputs are selected according to the required task and its aimed decisions.

b)  ANN primary construction

The preliminary configuration of the aimed ANN is arbitrary initiated with a pre-defined set of

inputs and outputs. The characteristics of each ANN type and the essence of the regarded

problem may help to realize the optimum network type. However, the most critical problem in

constructing the ANN is to choose the number of hidden neurons. Using too few hidden neurons

may prevent the training process to converge, while using too many hidden neurons may extend

the training time and cause overfitting. Thus, it is convenient to start the training with a small set

of hidden units. The number of hidden neurons can be slightly increased and the network is

retrained. This process is repeated until the lowest acceptable training error is reached.

c)  Data preparation and training process

Training the ANN can be generally described as a certain mathematical optimization process

that serves to find out the optimum set of network parameters that can represent the required

task. Different training paradigms are available according to the selected ANN type. In order to

perform this stage a sufficient amount of training cases should be collected covering the entire

range of the dimensional space of the required task. The majority of ANN-based applications

use the supervised training methods, in which the outputs of the collected training patterns are

employed to regulate the conversion through the training process. The “Delta Rule” was

introduced in 1960 as the first practical attempt for training the ANN Perceptron (simple ANN

structure without hidden layers). However the Perceptron has limited capabilities dealing only

with those linearly separable problems. In 1986, the Backprobagation (BP) training was

introduced for MLF networks. This algorithm is nominated as the first practical and most

common training method for separable or non-separable applications [84, 85].

The basic BP training algorithm was then enhanced with different mathematical improvements.

Firstly, the momentum term was added during the convergence process. The momentum allows

to perturb the weight changes resulting from the normal BP calculations to avoid falling into a

local minimum. Also, considering adaptive learning rates can accelerate the training process.

Other figures of training paradigms were developed as well depending on different

mathematical criteria such as the Conjugate Gradient (CG) and the Levenberg Marquardt (LM).
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Both algorithms employed the numerical optimization techniques in order to optimize the initial

set of network parameters. Elman network, as a special MLF network, can be trained similarly

with aforementioned training paradigms. For RBF networks, the Orthogonal Least Square

(OLS) learning was employed in order to get a compact network structure. MATLAB software

represents the basic platform to perform the training procedure [86]. Appendix D presents a

brief description of these training paradigms.

d)  Testing of the trained ANN

The final step in the design process is to evaluate the resulting networks thoroughly via a well

prepared group of test cases. These test cases should differ from those used cases in the training

stage. Also the test cases should cover all circumstances that may affect the system performance

covering the entire range of the dimensional space.

5.4  FL System Fundamentals

FL can efficiently formalize all those problems that can be described by subjective knowledge.

These types of knowledge are represented by linguistic information that is usually impossible to

be described using conventional mathematics. In conventional mathematics, the subjective

knowledge is usually disregarded at the front end of the design processes depending normally on

the objective knowledge using ordinary mathematical formulas. Thus, it is quite right to expect

that utilizing both knowledge types through the designing procedures will present an optimal

tool dealing with all complicated and unsolved problems. This integration between both types of

knowledge can be directly performed with FL systems [87]. FL systems can be generally

defined as non-linear systems capable of inferring complex non-linear relationships between

certain input and output variables. Over the conventional methods, FL is characterized with

several advantages:

• FL is based on the natural language using the same basis that is used for human

communications. It is, therefore, more conceptual and easy to be understood.

• FL has simple mathematical concepts and clear construction. It is highly flexible and

suitable to all kinds of applications.

• FL is tolerant of imprecise data and able to handle ambiguity.

5.4  FL System Fundamentals
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• FL systems are built based on the experience, in which the experts translate it into

understood simple rules and memberships.

• FL is flexible and hence its applications can be implemented into real systems easily.

Thus, it can be considered as an ideal candidate for non-linear mapping and modeling purposes

covering a wide variety of applications.

5.4.1  FL system construction

 Fuzzifier Defuzzifier

Inference

Knowledge Base
   Data      Rule
   Base      Base

   Crisp
   input
 vevtor X

   Crisp
  output
 vector Y

Fuzzy
set  U

Fuzzy
set  V

Fig. 5.4 FLS schematic diagram

Fig. 5.4 shows a general scheme of a FL system. The constructed FL system maps the crisp

input vector X into the crisp output vector Y. The Fuzzifier maps the crisp input vector X into

the fuzzy input space U. The Knowledge Base contains all network parameters and the set of

properly defined meaningful linguistic IF-THEN rules. All fuzzified inputs are then inferred to

produce the considered nonlinear mapping from the input space n21 U......UUU ××=  to the output

space V. Finally the Defuzzifier maps the fuzzy outputs from the output space V produced by

the inference stage into the crisp output vector Y.

Unlike crisp values, being fuzzy means that there is no definite boundary distinguishing between

the end of one value and the start of another one. The mapping from this crisp value into its

fuzzy value is represented by a fuzzy membership function. A membership function exists for

each linguistic variable, in which the degree of this membership is a measure of the strength of

association that a measured value has with some linguistic value. Fig. 5.5 illustrates this concept

for an example crisp value x1. The corresponding fuzzy value of x1 can be described belonging

to either the linguistic value A or B. The notation µA(x1) is used to denote the belonging degree
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of the value x1 to the linguistic value A. Similarly, the notation µB(x1) is used to denote the

belonging degree of the value x1 to the linguistic value B. The different values of memberships

for the same crisp point enable to be inferred through different rules during the inference

process. This wide range of inference applicability points out the richness of FL obviously by

providing enormous numbers of possibilities and consequently leads to a flexible and efficient

mapping. There are different shapes of membership functions, where the most common ones are

the triangular, trapezoidal, piecewise linear, Gaussian distribution, sigmoid and bill membership

function shapes.

Fig. 5.5  Illustration of fuzzy membership function notation

The Knowledge Base is the basic core of a FL system containing the collected rules in the Rule

Base as well as the total set of the numerical characteristics and boundaries and in the data base.

These rules are obtained either from sufficient simulations or from familiar experts with the

considered problem. Collecting these rules should be performed carefully in order to realize the

aimed performance for the considered task. For a set of fuzzy inputs (u1, u2, ....un) and a set of

fuzzy outputs (v1, v2, ......vm), the kth rule can be described as,

IF u1 is f1
k & u2 is f2

k .... & un is fn
k THEN v1 is g1

k & v2 is g2
k .... & vn is gm

k  (5.1)

Where f1
k, f2

k, .... fn
k

 ⊂ U are the corresponding antecedent membership functions for the kth rule

inputs and g1
k, g2

k, ... gm
k ⊂ V are the corresponding consequent membership functions for the

outputs for the same rule.

Each of the fuzzy inputs activates each rule in the Rule Base producing different outputs

according to its own memberships. All these outputs are aggregated to produce the total output

set. These linguistic fuzzy outputs are not suitable to be employed in the actual process domain

        µ

µA(x1)

µB(x1)

      A         B                                       N

x
  x1

5.4  FL System Fundamentals
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which normally deals with specific crisp data. Thus, the conversion of these fuzzy output

quantities into their equivalent crisp forms is obligatory. This is achieved through the

defuzzification stage. The basic function of the Defuzzifier is to map the fuzzy outputs from the

resulted output space vector V from the inference stage into the crisp output vector Y. As

reported in the literature, several deffuzification methods are available with different

mathematical basis and different degrees of complexity. The most common methods for

defuzzification include the Max-membership, the centroid method, the weighted average and the

center of sums.

5.4.2  FL system design

Designing a FL system can be described as a process for approximating a non-linear function or

fitting a complex surface in a properly high dimensional space [88]. This was achieved through

a similar process to the ANN designing using the FL Toolbox in the MATLAB software as well.

Firstly, the most suitable inputs should be selected. Then, the preliminary design of the FL

network was adopted considering the arbitrary initial rules and membership functions. Finally,

the related parameter of these networks should be optimized through a pre-prepared set of input-

output pairs via a proper simulation. Building meaningful rules is an essential step in order to

develop a successful fuzzy system. These rules are developed based on the available knowledge

about the required task and its relation to the selected inputs. Thus, the importance of the

successful selection of these input features among all of the available ones is obvious.

The set of inputs should be selected carefully in order to realize the minimum sufficient number

of inputs. Extra or redundant inputs do not contribute significantly to the required process.

Moreover, they can burden the later optimization procedure resulting in a weak or non-stable FL

system. The initial configuration of the aimed FL system is arbitrary initiated and optimized

later employing the selected training process. For each of the selected input variables, an

arbitrary set of membership functions is adopted. Each of these sets is initialized with a grid of

equally spaced overlapping memberships. All the available membership shapes in the MATLAB

should be considered individually. Then, the training process realizes the optimum shape of

membership functions for the required task. The corresponding set of rules is then constructed

depending on the available experience as well as the variations of the selected inputs along the

dimensional space. The initial design of the aimed FL system is optimized by off-line training in

a supervised manner through different input-output training pairs covering all possible modes of

operation.
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5.4.3  Optimizing constructed FL systems with ANFIS

Different training paradigms can be employed using different methods such as Least Squares,

GA-based or BP training. The training efficiency mainly depends on the characteristics of the

training method, the amount of training data and the complexity of the required task. Among the

different available methods for fuzzy logic system training, the Adaptive Network Fuzzy

Inference System (ANFIS) routine arises as a direct and powerful tool [89, 90, 91]. It is,

therefore, included in the fuzzy logic toolbox in MATLAB. However, it is characterized by a

few limitations. The available version of ANFIS supports only first or zero order Sugeno-type

fuzzy systems with multi-inputs and one output network. In Sugeno-based fuzzy systems all

inputs are described by a set of selected overlapping membership functions, while the outputs

are described as a linear function of the inputs.

               Layer 1         Layer 2          Layer 3         Layer 4       Layer 5

  

        

                   
    

                                                y

x1

x2

xn

Fig. 5.6  ANFIS network structure

As shown in Fig. 5.6, the ANFIS model of a fuzzy system has a special five layers feedforward

architecture with n-inputs (x1, x2, ...xn) and one output y. The first layer represents the selected

memberships for each input, whereas the next three layers represent the relations between the

network inputs and the required output via the constructed fuzzy rules. The network can be

trained similarly to ANN training. This is accomplished in MATLAB by either a Back-

propagation algorithm, or a combination of both Least Square and Back-propagation algorithms

(Hybrid learning). Hybrid learning updates the consequent parameters in the forward path using

the Least Squares optimization and updates the antecedent parameters in the backward path with

the gradient-based method. This combination of both learning methods converges much faster,

5.4  FL System Fundamentals
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since it reduces the searching space of the original back-propagation method. Further details of

the ANFIS training algorithm for FL systems are introduced in Appendix E.



6  AI-Based Fault Location Tuning

As explained in the last chapter, it is more beneficial to employ the AI tools in such a way that

they support the existing schemes rather than to replace them. This chapter describes a new

method to employ these tools in order to compensate the resultant total error in the fault location

estimation process basing on the normal measurements at the locator position. Both ANN and

FL based schemes are examined to realize the most suitable tool. Later, the full tuning scheme

will be described in the next chapter.  

6.1  Proposed Tuning Function Definition

Fig. 6.1 simply explains the elementary operation of the proposed tuning process. The essential

aim of the proposed tuner is to compensate the resulting total error of the basic protection

function in order to realize the aimed accurate performance. This is accomplished into two steps.

Firstly, the tuning calculation stage is employed to map the relation between the total error and

the basic protection function behavior in order to generate the required proper compensation

manner. This step should be realized regarding the own characteristics of the protection function

and its operation circumstances depending only on the available information at the relaying

scheme location. Then, the resulting tuning action is simultaneously integrated with the basic

protection function output in the processing stage in order to produce the final tuning decision.

This decision can be finally employed either for adapting off-line those supplementary

protection functions such as fault location or for adapting on-line the basic protection function

itself.
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Fig. 6.1 Tuning Concept explanation

Theoretically, the basic protection function should be formalized carefully so that it is

characterized with sufficient accuracy. This is, however, changed remarkably during the

practical operation in the real field producing a significant deviation from the desired behavior.

Different factors lead to these situations including the considered simplification assumptions,

the inaccuracies of the system data and the existence of uncertainties. Thus, mapping the

relation between the resulting estimation error and the performance of the basic protection

functions is more complex to be directly handled by normal mathematical formalization. Hence,

the need for advanced tools such as AI ones is clear.

6.2  Intelligent Location Tuning Formalization

As revealed before in Chapter 4, the modal transformation-based fault location algorithm was

generally characterized with an accepted performance. The algorithm eliminates perfectly the

mutual coupling effects providing an accurate tool for both single and multi-circuit lines.

However, the algorithm accuracy is significantly influenced by those fault cases that are

involved with the existence of higher fault resistance values. An extra tuning routine is,

therefore, required to integrate with the proposed fault location algorithm providing a precise

fault location scheme for all possible fault types. Fig. 6.2 shows a general schematic of the

proposed overall fault location scheme. The Intelligent Location Tuner, ILT, is generally

employed to find out the required correction factor Cf to compensate the accumulated errors in

the estimated fault distance LE from the modal transformation-based fault location algorithm.

Then, the final fault distance LF can be found as,

LF = Cf  *  LE                           (6.1)
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As shown in Fig. 6.2 the overall scheme is comprised of two basic phases. In the first phase, the

basic fault distance LE is estimated using the modal transformation-based fault location

algorithm. The algorithm details were previously covered in Chapter 4. In the second phase, the

ILT is employed to generate the required correction factor Cf. Finally the outputs of both phases

are aggregated according to Equation (6.1) to find out the final estimated fault distance LF.

Cf  Cf  *  LE

  Basic fault distance, LE

LF

   modal transformation

Phasor estimation by DFT

             Sampling

   VA      VB     VC      IA      IB         IC

Input Manipulator

Tuning Calculator

Extraction of input  phasors

Basic fault location algorithm

Fault Type Identificatier

Intelligent Location Tuner

Fig. 6.2 Schematic diagram of the proposed overall location scheme

The ILT should depend on the normal available information at the locator position including the

three phase voltages and currents. These quantities are processed through the Input Manipulator

(IM) in order to prepare the required input features that are suitable for the tuning process.

According to the occurring fault type (single phase or double phase to ground fault) as well as

the associated faulty phases, the Fault Type Identifier (FTI) feeds the prepared input features to

the Tuning Calculator (TC) in which the corresponding correction factor is finally produced.

Both FL and ANN tools were examined to perform the required tuning. Then, the performances

of both intelligent tools were comparatively evaluated in order to find out the most suitable AI

tool for the tuning purpose. Since the basic aim of this part of the work is to assess the tuning

abilities for improving the fault location process, it is quite sufficient in this stage to consider

6.2  Intelligent Location Tuning Formalization
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only the case of single phase to ground faults on phase A. Then, the tuning function will be

expanded to cover all fault types and all operation conditions later.

6.3  ILT Development

According to the designing steps of FL and ANN systems described in Chapter 5, both ANN-

based and adopted FL-based tuners were designed. The designed procedure will be described

below.

6.3.1  Input features selection

The aim of this step is to find out the more relevant inputs that have a distinguishable

configuration for the required task along with the entire range of the dimensional space. This

effectively reduces the selected input features depending on the most useful information. It

reduces the network structure, which consequently enhance the training efficacy. In order to

accomplish this step efficiently the available information at the locator location should be

checked along the entire range of the line length and the selected fault resistance. For this goal,

many checks including the spectral contents of the three phase voltages and currents have been

evaluated using either the DFT-based or modal-based phasor quantities. It has been concluded

that all the available phasor contents do not have the capability to perform the mapping task

distinguishably due to the wide considered range for the fault resistance (up to 1 kΩ). Different

tests were applied in order to deduce further quantities combining one or more phasors from the

available information at the locator location. For the phase A to ground fault, the following

conclusions have been got:

• The direct seen impedance for the first modal quantity at the locator location (calculated as a

percentage of the first modal voltage to the first modal current) increases proportionally as

the fault distance increases.

• The direct seen impedance for the second modal quantity at the locator location (calculated

as a percentage of the second modal voltage to the second modal current) increases

proportionally as the fault resistance increases.

• The percentage of the second modal voltage to the first modal voltage increases

proportionally as the fault distance or the fault resistance increases.
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The three quantities are shown in Fig. 6.3 depending on the fault position and the added fault

resistance. The distinguishable manner of these quantities benefits the training convergence of

both ANN and FL to realize the optimum configuration. Therefore, they can be effectively

employed for the required mapping task considering these three quantities as the input vector to

the ILT.

6.3.2  Data preparation

Both FL-based and ANN-based algorithms share the same training and testing data sets. For

each training data case, the required inputs (prepared in their selected form) and the desired

output (the pre-calculated correction factor) were prepared. The correction factor was assigned

for each test case as the percentage of the actual fault distance to the calculated fault distance

resulting from the conventional algorithm. Then, the whole training and testing files were

created. In order to develop these cases, the ATP-EMTP electromagnetic transient simulation

software was employed considering the selected 220 kV 200 km, double circuit double infeed

line. The line parameters as well as the configuration of the line conductors are given in the

appendix B.

Different 6 loading conditions were considered (0, 20, 40 ........ 100) % of the full load current.

For each loading condition, a group of 483 fault cases were collected. These cases covered the

entire range of the line length of (1, 5, 10, 15 ..... 100) %, as well as the selected range of the

added fault resistance of (1, 5, 10, 50, 100, 150 ..... 1000)Ω. The upper limit of the fault

resistance was selected to be adequate with the possible recorded fault resistance values as

experimentally measured from the real field [24]. While the testing cases were adopted to differ

from the used ones in the training stage.

6.3.3  ANN-based tuner design

The ANN Toolbox in the MATLAB software has been selected as a basic platform for

developing, training and testing all required ANN-based tuner. In order to realize the optimal

ANN tuner construction, different network structures and different training paradigms were

considered for designing the ANN-based tuner. Three types of ANN structures were considered

including the MLF, RBF and Elman networks. Then, the performance of each constructed ANN

architecture was investigated through the collected test cases collaborating with the modal

transformation-based fault location algorithm.

6.3  ILT Development
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6.3 Selected feature variable variation in dependence of fault distance and fault resistance
(a) First quantity     (b) Second quantity       (c) Third quantity
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The training process has been carried out as described in the last chapter. For the MLF-based

network, the gradient descent Backprobagation training with Momentum (BP&M), the BP

training with adaptive learning rate (ABP), the Conjugate Gradient (CG) and the Levenberg

Marquardt (LM) training algorithms were employed individually to perform the training. The

RBF network was trained using the OLS training. The Elman network was trained through the

same selected training algorithms for MLF networks. Each of the three different ANN types was

trained with the same collected training data having three inputs and one output.

6.3.4  FL-based tuner design

The initial design of the FL system was constructed with two steps. First an arbitrary set of

membership functions should be adopted for each of the three input variables. Each of these sets

is initialized with a grid of equally spaced overlapped memberships. Different membership

shapes are available in fuzzy logic Toolbox in MATALAB including (Triangular, Trapezoidal,

Gaussian ...). These memberships were tested intensively to find out the optimal membership

configuration. Then, the required set of rules in the Rule Base was prepared according to the

variation of the selected inputs along the entire ranges of the fault distance and the added fault

resistance. Finally, the initialized FL system was optimized through the training paradigm to

find out the optimal FL system configuration. As concluded from the training process, five bell-

shape memberships are sufficient for each of the three inputs to perform the required mapping

efficiently.

6.4  Training Performance Evaluation

6.4.1  Simplified single loading training set

In this test phase, only the full-loading (483 cases) condition was considered. The training was

implemented using the MATALB toolbox for both FL and ANN depending on a common CPU

of 1.7 GHz Processor with 256 MB-RAM. The training performance is evaluated via three

different factors: the final training error, the number of repeated epochs and the exhausted

training time. MLF network was considered first using the selected four training algorithms. As

the number of hidden neurons is arbitrary, the training process was repeated until the optimum

number of hidden neurons was reached. It has been found that seven hidden neurons were

sufficient to present the required convergence.

6.4  Training Performance Evaluation
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Fig. 6.4 Training convergence for MLF networks

Fig. 6.4 shows the convergence of the generalized training error for the selected algorithms

against the number of training epochs for MLF tuner. The exhausted training time for each

algorithm is listed in Table 6.1. The results show that the LM algorithm reached a better

convergence (0.0185 %) through 500 epochs in 3.5 Minutes.

Table 6.1 MLF network training times

Training algorithm BP&M ABP CG LM

Training time (Min.) 18.0 10.5 6.0 3.5

Surprisingly, the training of the tuner considering RBF network reached an error of 1.8% with

112 hidden neurons during 42 Minutes. This is mainly due to the considerable large training set

so that the required centers and consequently the associated hidden neurons are extensively

large. On the other hand, the main advantage of the RBF network is the ability to perform the

required approximation through a reduced training set. Thus, the constructed training set is

reduced by enlarging the adopted step size in fault location as well as the added fault resistance

covering the entire range of the selected space. 75, 50, 25 % reduced training sets were prepared

and the corresponding trained respectively. The resulted training for these networks is presented

in Table 6.2 showing the training error, exhausted time, repeated epochs and the adopted

number of hidden neurons.
Table 6.2 Variable training set for RBF networks

Training set
reduction (%)

No. of h. units Training time (Min) Training epochs Training error (%)

100 % 112 42.0 500 1.8

75 % 86 23.0 324 0.82

50 % 64 7.0 180 0.24

25 % 38 2.5 68 0.017
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The results reveal that the required training time was enormously decreased by reducing the

collected training set.

TABLE 6.3 Elman network training times

Training algorithm BP&M ABP CG LM

Training error (%) 0.0221 0.0211 0.0192 0.0181

Training (epochs) 2200 1440 600 240

Training time (Min) 14.0 7.0 4.0 2.0

The Elman network, as a special MLF network with an extra feedback path from the hidden

layer, was trained similarly through the selected four training algorithms. Table 6.3 shows its

training results. The LM training converged to an error of 0.0181% within only 2 minutes. Thus,

the influence of the feedback loop for accelerating the training is revealed.

Fig 6.5 Comparison of FL and ANN training

Finally, the FL-based tuner was trained via ANFIS in the MATLAB environment through the

same training set. The training converged to 0.002% in 2.5 minutes through only 50 epochs. Fig.

6.5 shows the convergence profile of the ANFIS training as compared with the convergence of

LM algorithm for both MLF and Elman networks in addition to RBF network with 25% reduced

training set.

6.4.2  Expanded multi-loading training set

The collected training data set was extended covering (0, 20, 40 ..... 100) % of the full-load with

483 training cases for each load. Then, the adopted intelligent tuners were constructed and

trained again through the new training data. The input vector contains the aforementioned three
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inputs in addition to the Load Correction Factor (LCF) for both FL and ANN tuners. LCF

describes the loading condition of the system just prior to the fault inception. It can be calculated

as the percentage of the actual load current IL to the nominal load current IN as

NI
LI

LCF =                           (6.2)

Table 6.4  Multi-loading testing evaluation

Adopted ILT Training
algorithm

Training
error (%)

Training
time (min)

Training
epochs

MLF-network BP&M 0.037 108 5000

ABP 0.034 62 2700

CG 0.03 34 1800

LM 0.026 31.5 650

RBF-network
(25% training set )

OLS 0.019 27 84

Elman-network BP&M 0.036 86.5 2650

ABP 0.032 54.5 1800

CG 0.028 33.5 1100

LM 0.024 24 320

FL-network ANFIS 0.0058 17.5 60

Table 6.4 summarizes the performances for all adopted tuners considering the multi-loading

training condition. All AI-based tuners have significantly increased convergence errors. This is

mainly due to the extra complexity of the associated dimensional space of the different loading

conditions. For the RBF network, only a 25% reduced training set is only considered since the

full training set including all loading conditions is impractical due to the huge required number

of hidden neurons. As seen from the results, the FL tuner still has a better convergence (a

convergence error of 0.0058 %) than other ANN tuners. This reveals the effectiveness of FL

system for function approximation purposes.

6.5  Fault Location Accuracy Evaluation

The second viewpoint is to evaluate the developed ILTs from the protection function
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prospective. The accuracy of each tuner type was found out for both single and multi-loading

cases in order to evaluate the overall performance of the developed tuners. Fig. 6.6(a) and (b)

show the overall accuracy of the FL-based tuner as compared with MLF and Elman ANN-based

tuners using the selected four training algorithms. On the other hand, the RBF network failed to

provide a comparable accuracy as compared with FL or other ANN tuners. Thus, it was

excluded from the shown results.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.6 FL-tuner accuracy as compared with ANN tuner accuracy

(a) MLF network   (b) Elman network
   Sinngle loading                multi-loading

6.6  Concluding Remarks

FL and ANN are considered as powerful tools for nonlinear mapping and function

approximation. Inspite of the systematic design and training of ANN, they suffer from non-

explanatory structure and limited applicability. On the other hand, FL systems are characterized

by the ease of explanation with understood rules. Also, the ability to deal with a natural

language, tolerance of imprecise data and ambiguity data is another advantage. Moreover,

adding the training feature supports FL as an ideal AI tool. Generally speaking, FL-based tuner

has a faster training and a better accuracy. However, the major problem arises when designing

FL-based systems with ANFIS modeling concerning the network stability. This mainly resulted
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from the complicated structure of the adopted ANN for ANFIS model (five layers network).

Thus, increasing either the selected number of inputs or the adopted memberships for each input

may significantly affect the resulting stability of the overall network. This requires using the

most suitable inputs in addition to the minimum requirement of the adopted memberships. Also,

increasing the collected training data remarkably helps to keep a sufficient stability. Finally, the

deep investigations during the testing phase help to compromise between both the accuracy and

the stability definitions. In spite of the usually fast training ability of RBF networks, those

heavily nonlinear problems that need larger training sets may be a challenge for these networks.

MLF ANN may present a better candidate for those cases. Also, there is no further advance in

performance with employing Elman network over the normal feedforward networks for this

specific application. The superiority of recurrent networks such as Elman ones is, however,

expected for other applications that are more sensitive with time such as fast transient-based

equipment or control devices.



7  FL-Based Overall Fault Location Tuner
    With Universal Characteristics

In the last chapter, both FL and ANN tools were extensively examined in order to compensate

the errors that affect the performance of the fault location calculation. The presented results

revealed that FL has much distinctive capabilities for mapping the resulting estimation error as a

function of the available information at the locator position. Moreover, FL shows a better

performance regarding complex mapping tasks such as incorporating multi-loading training

conditions. This chapter introduces a further step of realizing a practical FL tuner with universal

characteristics. This is achieved by extending the capabilities of the developed simple FL tuner

to fit a wide variety of system parameters and operating conditions.

7.1  Concept of Universality and FL-Tuning

The development of practical AI-based systems in power system purposes is extremely limited,

in spite of the huge amount of the proposed intelligent applications in the literatures. This is

mainly due to the lack of the universality essence resulting from developing these schemes for

definite system parameters in certain situations. As known, each power system has its own

characteristics such as power and voltage ratings, line length and operating conditions. For those

schemes basing on FL or ANNs, the constructed networks are usually adapted for certain system

parameters and configuration. Thus, the coverage of the resulting AI schemes for all systems

and operating conditions is doubtful. Moreover, incorporating all these conditions in the training

sets is quite impossible. However, the conventional schemes are generally characterized by a

universal performance depending on their general operation theories. These schemes can be,
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therefore, adapted to work normally with all system configurations by modifying the setting

parameters only. This discourages the industry to accept the AI solutions as a practical solution

for their problems. Hence, developing a practical and trustful AI product is considered a basic

challenge.

In order to improve the FL-based tuning scheme for realizing the aimed universal behavior, the

following sequential steps should be incorporated during the designing process of the aimed

intelligent scheme:

• The set of the input features should be carefully selected so that they vary along the defined

dimensional space independently of the varying arguments such as the system parameters

and the operating conditions. This can be carried out by investigating the behavior of the

available information at the locator position to find out the most suitable ones.

• The FL-system core, including the adopted rules in the Rule Base and their describing data

in the Data Base, should be designed to suit all system configuration possibilities.

• Finally, the overall scheme should be evaluated extensively by simulation tests to

investigate its universality.

7.2  Overall FL Tuner Outline

The Overall FL Tuner, OFLT, is given in Fig. 7.1 as an extension of the same developed ILT in

the last chapter. The proceeding is comprised of two basic parts. The basic fault distance LE is

first estimated using the basic fault location algorithm. Then, the OFLT is employed to adapt the

basic fault distance based on the available single end data. As the basic fault location algorithm

is characterized by a high accuracy during phase faults, the OFLT is utilized for ground faults

only. The performance of the overall fault location scheme is consequently improved covering

all fault situations effectively. The required tuning is performed by finding the required

correction factor Cf, in which the final fault distance LF can be found according to Equation 6.1.

The OFLT is generally characterized by two extra features over the foregoing basic one. Firstly,

six different parallel fuzzy networks are adopted. Each FL network is dedicated for a certain

fault type on certain phase(s). The first three networks are for single line to ground faults

including A-G, B-G and C-G faults respectively. The other three networks are for A-B, A-C and

B-C to ground faults. Also the Load Correction Factor, LCF, is introduced here to adapt the
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approach reaction according to the line loading condition just before the fault inception. This

finally results in a practical tuning scheme dealing with all fault types and all loading conditions.

Cf  Cf  *  LE

  Basic fault distance, LE

LF

   Modal transformation

Phasor estimation by DFT

             Sampling

   VA      VB     VC      IA      IB         IC

Input Manipulator

Extraction of input phasors

Basic fault location algorithm

Fault Type Identificatier

          FL-basd tuner

A-G A-G A-G

A-B-G A-C-G B-C-G

         Fuzzy networks

Load Correction Factor

Fig. 7.1 Schematic diagram of the proposed locator

7.3  OFLT Development

7.3.1  Selection of input features

The basic aim of this step was extensively described in Sec. 6.3.1. In the last chapter, the

selected features were realized owing to their distinguishable behavior along the defined

dimensional space only. This is, however, not sufficient. The more distinguishable and

universal features should be realized. For this purpose, the performance of all possible

distinguishable quantities at the locator position was investigated to select those with a universal

7.3  OFLT Development
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manner along the dimensional space. A universal manner means that the behavior of these

quantities is still acceptable during the applied changes to the system parameters and operating

conditions. A line to ground fault on phase A is considered for explanation, where other ground

faults (other phases or double line to ground faults) are considered similarly.

In order to facilitate the universal behavior, all used modal voltage and current quantities are

normalized by their corresponding rated values. This strongly supports to introduce general

characteristics rather than specific ones for a certain configuration. Then, the deduced quantities

were tested by varying the operating parameters including the rated voltage, transferred power

and line length. For this purpose, a test set of fault cases was prepared covering the entire length

of the line and the selected ranges of fault resistance. Three different rated voltages (110, 220

and 380 kV), two different values of transferred power (single and double circuit line) and three

different line lengths (100, 200 and 300 km) were covered considering Al/St 185/30 conductors.

The configurations of these transmission systems are given in the appendix B. Among these

quantities, four quantities were found suitably to perform the required mapping task with an

acceptable universal behavior as shown in Fig. 7.2. The variation of both first and second modal

voltages to their relevant modal currents proportionally increases with the fault distance and

fault resistance as shown in Fig. 7.2(a) and (b) respectively. Also, the multiplication of both

modal voltages to their relevant modal currents decreases proportionally with the variation of

fault distance and fault resistance as shown in Fig. 7.2(c) and (d).

Fig. 7.3 investigates the behavior of the first input quantity for different conditions in order to

illustrate the scheme universality. The normalized first quantity has a universal characteristic

against the fault resistance for a fault at 50% of the line for the three selected voltage levels as

shown in Fig. 7.3(a). The same result is shown in Fig. 7.3(b) for the same quantity varying the

fault point with a fixed fault resistance of 800Ω. Fig. 7.3(c), (d) , (e) and (f) show the same

results considering the variation of transferred power (considering single and double circuit

lines) and line length (100, 200 and 300 km) respectively. Thus, the validity of the same

quantities for all selected configurations is obvious. Similar results were obtained for the other

input quantities well revealing the universal behavior of all selected inputs. Based on the

distinguishable configuration of these quantities, the required set of rules can be accurately

developed. Different tests were applied for other ground faults on other phases. From these

tests, it can be concluded that the selected four inputs are suitable for these faults as well. All

the adopted six fuzzy networks share, therefore, the same selected features.
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                                        (a)                                                                         (b)

                                   (c)                                                                                 (d)

Fig.  7.2 Selected four input quantities

7.3.2  OFLT initial design

Similar to the used FL system designing method in the last chapter, the associated fuzzy

networks with the OFLT were initialized. For each adopted fuzzy network, the initial

configuration is arbitrary selected and optimized later employing the training paradigm using the

(ANFIS) routine. As shown in Fig. 7.1, a separate fuzzy network is adopted with a single output

for each fault type. Each of these networks shares the same input vector. The input vector

contains the aforementioned selected four quantities in addition to the Load Correction Factor

(LCF). LCF is an additional input describing the loading condition of the system just before the

fault inception. It can be calculated as the percentage of the actual load current to the nominal

load current as seen in Equation (6.2).

7.3  OFLT Development
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                                                  (a)                                                                                 (b)

                                                       (c)                                                                              (d)

                                                       (e)                                                                                (f)

Fig. 7.3   Universality check of the first input quantity

(a)&(b) Rated voltage   (c)&(d)  Rated power     (e)&(f) Line length

All inputs are described with a set of selected overlapping membership functions, while the

outputs are described as a linear function of the inputs. An arbitrary set of membership functions

is adopted for each input variable. Each of these sets is initialized with a grid of equally spaced

overlapping memberships. The rules were adopted for each network depending on the behavior

of the adopted five inputs versus the fault position and the added fault resistance value. All

available membership shapes in the FL Toolbox in MATALAB were tested to find out the most

appropriate ones.

7.3.3  Training process

All required training cases were developed via ATP using a double circuit, double infeed

distributed parameter line model. Among the different listed line configurations in Appendix B,

the 220 kV, 200 km line is selected as a prime line model for training purposes. Then, other line

configurations are considered later in the testing stage. For each FL network, a complete training
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set of 6329 fault cases were prepared covering all loading possibilities from no load to 120% of

the full load with an increasing step of 10% of the full load current. At each percentage of load,

483 cases were collected covering the entire range of the fault location at (1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25

...... 100) % of the line and the selected range of added fault resistance of (1, 5, 10, 50, 100, 150

...... 1000) Ω. For each case, the required five inputs as well as the required correction factor

were prepared. The adopted correction factor is calculated as a percentage of the actual fault

location to the estimated fault location at this point. Then, the full training set was processed via

the ANFIS training paradigm to optimize the initial designed fuzzy network with hybrid

learning.

7.4  OFLT Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the proposed OFLT, a separate test set was prepared covering

the ranges of fault distance, fault resistance and loading condition for each fault case. A line to

ground fault on phase A was considered here, where other fault types can be tested similarly.

For each case, the overall accuracy expressed by the deviation between the estimated fault

distance and the actual fault distance is considered. These test cases were prepared using ATP-

EMTP, while the locator equations, phasor estimation and OFLT algorithm were performed via

MATLAB. All these cases were prepared considering double infeed, double circuit and

untransposed line situations. The resulting estimation error is, therefore, the maximum

accumulative error for each loading condition. The sequence of the applied tests has been

carried out by taking the sampled data from the ATP-EMTP to be fed into the MATLAB

environment.

7.4.1  Protection function efficiency

Firstly, the performance of the overall scheme was investigated considering the prime line

model of 220 kV and 200km. Different test cases were carried out considering a wide variety of

fault locations, fault resistance values and loading conditions. As an example for these test

cases, Fig. 7.4 shows a line to ground fault on phase A at a distance of 52% of the line length.

The fault occurred through a fault resistance of 820 Ω under no-load condition. The locator

estimated the fault location with 52.58 % of the total line length revealing the significant high

accuracy of the overall scheme. The delay time Td is assigned for the required time for normal

relaying operation.

7.4  OFLT Performance Evaluation
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     Time (sec.)

(a)

        Time (sec.)

      (b)

      Time (sec.)

      (c)

Fig. 7.4 Overall scheme response to ground fault on phase A at 52 % of the line length through a 820 Ω fault

resistance at no-loading
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         Time (sec.)
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           Time (sec.)

         (b)

        Time (sec.)

      (c)

Fig. 7.5 Overall scheme response to ground fault on phase A at 52 % of the line length through a 820 Ω fault

resistance at 50% loading

               (a)  Phase voltages (b) Phase currents (c)  Estimated fault location
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Fig. 7.6 Overall scheme response to ground fault on phase A at 52 % of the line length through a 820 Ω fault

resistance at full-loading

               (a)  Phase voltages (b) Phase currents (c)  Estimated fault location
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         Time (sec.)

         (a)

   Time (sec.)

   (b)

      Time (sec.)

    (c)

Fig. 7.7 Overall scheme response to double phase ground fault on phases A and B at 52 % of the line length

through a 820 Ω fault resistance at full-loading

               (a)  Phase voltages (b) Phase currents (c)  Estimated fault location
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Also, both Fig. 7.5 and 7.6 show the results for the same fault case occurring at 50 % of loading

and full loading conditions. The resulted fault location estimated values were 52.62 and 52.68 %

for both loading conditions respectively. The same test was also repeated for a double phase to

ground fault on phases A and B resulting in a fault estimation of 52.23 % of the whole line as

shown in Fig 7.7.The collected test results were expanded to cover the entire range of the fault

distance and the whole selected range of the added fault resistance in order to plot the

boundaries of the maximum estimation error that can occur. The histogram in Fig. 7.8 shows

this boundary, in which the maximum estimation error does not exceed 0.8% of the total line

length revealing the efficacy of the overall scheme. This maximum percentage of estimation

error can be considered as the overall accuracy of the OFLT for 220 kV line case.

Fig. 7.4  Over all scheme accuracy boundary

Fig. 7.8 Overall scheme accuracy boundary

7.4.2  Universality evaluation

The aforementioned procedure regarding the general accuracy of the overall scheme is repeated

considering 110 and 380 kV lines as well in addition to the prime line model of 220 kV

considering 100, 200, 300 km line lengths using the same conductor size. Table 7.1 summarizes

these results showing the general accuracy of all these situations considering the selected

conductor configurations for each rated voltage level. Only the 300 km line length was not

considered for 110 kV, since this does not happen in reality. The above results reveal the high

performance of the proposed approach covering a wide variety of system configurations.

However, all these results were obtained considering Al/St 180/35 conductors. Thus, the need to

investigate the influence of changing the conductor type is obvious. For this purpose, the

accuracy of the 220 kV 200 km line is checked for Al/St 240/40 and Al/St 300/50 conductor
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types. An accuracy of 2.166% and 2.892% has been got for both types respectively. As

compared with the accuracy of the Al/St 180/35, it can be concluded that the proposed approach

is capable of dealing with all configuration of rated voltage, transferred power or line length in

case of using the same conductor type. A separate training set is needed for each certain

conductor type to solve this challenge.

Table 7.1  Accuracy of all selected line configurations using Al/St 180/35 conductors

Overall accuracy %Rated

Voltage

Selected configuration

100 km 200 km 300 km

(a) 0.7975 0.7854 -110 kV

(b) 0.8012 0.7906 -

(a) 0.7936 0.7802 0.8023220 kV

(b) 0.7987 0.7867 0.8109

(a) 0.7968 07488 0.8091380 kV

(c) 0.8004 0.7898 0.8141

7.4  OFLT Performance Evaluation
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8 Advanced Testing and Solutions

The overall proposed fault location scheme was introduced in the last chapter comprising the

modal transformation-based fault location calculation and the FL-based fault location tuning.

All applied tests revealed clearly the efficacy of the proposed locator, in which the resulting

estimation error is always limited to an acceptable value even for high impedance faults. Also,

the effects of mutual coupling, remote infeed, pre-fault loading and line imbalance are

eliminated. In this chapter, more sophisticated cases will be covered in order to emphasize the

applicability of the proposed scheme. The chapter investigates these situations and, if needed,

gives some suggestions that may collaborate with the overall proposed scheme without extra

algorithms or complexities.

8.1  Non-Linear Arcing Faults

It is known that most faults on overhead transmission lines are ground faults including both

arcing and non-arcing types. Most of these faults are arcing ones occurring as a result of a

flashover of the insulation due to the lightning or the insulation failures. As the current path for

these faults includes the arc resistance, tower impedance and tower footing resistance, all these

factors impact the related fault impedance as explained in Chapter 2. This effectively affects the

performances of all protection equipment, especially those that depend only on single end data.

Usually, considering the arc existence for protection purposes is disregarded due to its modeling

complexities. It was, however, considered for transmission line protection in [92]. The approach

presented an acceptable performance during relatively low impedance fault cases. On the other
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hand, it was strongly affected in the cases with high fault impedance values. It is, therefore,

more convenient to investigate the effects of these situations on the accuracy of the proposed

overall scheme.

8.1.1  Arc fault modelling aspects

From the modeling point of view, the arc fault can be divided into two phases, primary and

secondary arcs. A primary arc exists during the fault duration (before the breakers opening),

whereas the secondary arc exists after the breakers opening. When the modeling of fast

transients of power systems is concerned, both arc periods should be considered such as fast

fault detection equipment and autoreclosures. However, for fault location purposes, in particular,

considering only the primary arc period is quit sufficient. As far as the primary arc is only

considered for this application, neglecting the arc length elongation is acceptable. Also, it is

considered that the arc column has a relatively large cross section area and almost all the arc

voltage appears across the main arc column [93]. Among the various developed approaches for

arc fault modeling, square voltage model and time dependent arc resistance model are known

and usually used in the literatures. The first approach assumes the arc voltage to be modeled

simply as a square wave shape in phase with the arc fault current [94]. Then, the non-linear arc

resistance is calculated as a percentage of the arc voltage to the arc current. The second

approach describes the dynamic behavior of the non-linear arc using non-linear differential

equations with the facilities of the Transient Analysis of Control Systems (TACS) in the EMTP

software [95, 96]. The model was developed basically depending on the dynamic behavior

equation expressing the time varying arc conductance ( arc
g ) as a function of the stationary arc

conductance G and the exhausted time constant τ as written as [97]

)g(G
τ

1

dt

dg

arc
arc −=                   (8.1)

The stationary arc conductance can be expressed as a function of the arc resistive component per

unit length (Rarc), the selected voltage per arc length parameter (u), the arc current (i) and the arc

length (larc) as

arcarcarc )liR(u
i

G
+

=                  (8.2)

It yields the time varying arc resistance Ri as follows:
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arc
i g

1R =                   (8.3)

Fig. 8.1 shows a schematic diagram of the adopted arc modeling in ATP. Further descriptions

were reported in the relevant references.

               Tower and footing resistance

  Time varying arc resistance

Electrical network

      i        G

                                                     larc       τ

    Ri     garc

           Control network

  Arc current    Stationary
arc conductance

   Solution of arc
    conductance
       eqution

 1 / garc

One time step delay

Fig. 8.1 Fault arc modeling in ATP

Various investigations have been carried out for the performance of both approaches. The

simplicity and direct employment in power system simulation are main advantages of the first

approach. The more accurate performance, especially with detailed power system models, is the

advantage of the second one. However, selecting the needed arc parameters is a basic problem.

Real field tests and field experience effectively help to get the accurate required parameters [97].

The second approach is considered here for arcing fault simulation purposes using the

interactive simulation of control elements with MODELS in ATP. The MODELS paradigm in

the ATP facilitates great abilities for embedding the control elements simultaneously during the

simulation running.

8.1.2  Test results

Different test cases were carried out to investigate the effect of non-linear arc existence on the

accuracy of the proposed fault location scheme. Arc fault and tower footing resistance

collaborate together affecting the fault location estimation accuracy. A wide range of the added

8.1  Non-Linear Arcing Faults
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fault resistance up to 1 kΩ was considered in these tests. The line imbalance may significant

increase the total resulted errors as well. Thus, both transposed and untransposed cases were

considered.

As an example for these tests, Fig. 8.2(a) and (b) show the approach response for a line to

ground arcing fault occurring at 50 % of the line including 20 Ω and 720 Ω tower footing

resistance respectively. The line is considered to be fully loaded and fed from both ends with

transposed parameters. The figure shows the related sending end voltage, sending end current,

resulting arcing voltage as well as the approach response. After the successful detection of the

fault, the fault location algorithm is executed. The percentage of the final estimation error is

limited to 0.48% and 0.60% for both selected cases respectively. Repeating the same cases for

untransposed line resulted in an increase of the final estimation error to 0.64% and 0.73% for

both cases respectively. All tests reveal the stable performance of the proposed scheme during

the existence of the non-linear arcing faults and show a similar efficacy as those with permanent

fault cases.

The arc parameters were selected according to the applied simulation and experimental

investigations [96, 97]. To investigate the impact of these parameters on the performance, each

of these parameters was deviated from its selected value with an error of ±10%, ±20% and

±30% of its original value. Then, the behavior was checked in case of an arcing ground fault on

phase A through a tower footing resistance of 20 Ω at 50 % of the line with untransposed

parameters. The results are listed in Table 8.1. As revealed from the shown results, the scheme

is highly immune to the variations in arc parameters. Similar results were obtained for the case

of 720 Ω tower footing resistance.

Table 8.1  Investigation of the arc parameter variations

                 Resulting estimation error, %
  Pa.

    Basic
  selected
    value

-10% +10% -20% +20% -30% +30%

 τ  0.9 ms. 0.6397 0.6414 0.6397 0.6413 0.6398 0.6414

  u  15 v/cm 0.6398 0.6411 0.6397 0.6413 0.6397 0.6413

 Rarc 110 mΩ/cm 0.6410 0.6408 0.6409 0.6408 0.6409 0.6409

 larc 200 cm 0.6409 0.6408 0.6410 .6410 0.6410 0.6410
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        (a) (b)

Fig. 8.2  Approach response to an arcing A-G fault at 50% of the line.
(a) Tower footing resistance: 20Ω   (b) Tower footing resistance: 720Ω
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8.2  Grounding Means and Fault Location

Ground faults are the most frequent faults in transmission nets (about 80 %). The grounding

method and the ground element value influence the performance of all protection equipment

requiring, in some cases, special treatments to realize the proper protection. This is mainly due

to the direct relation between the grounding method and the fault current quantity during the

fault. This is clear in Fig. 8.3, in which the current flows from the fault point F through the fault

resistance RF and returns through the transformer grounding impedance on both line sides. The

quantity of the current depends mainly on the value of the fault resistance as well as the fault

impedance (the current passed through the capacitance Co is small). Hence, the efficacy of the

fault location estimation strongly depends on the combination of both impedance parts (fault and

ground ones).

  Fault locator

Rg

Xg

Co RFInfeed
IF

F

   
 L

oa
di

ng

IFs                               IFr

Rg

Xg

Fig. 8.3  Ground fault current path including the ground impedance

The grounding impedance is practically set according to the selected means of grounding which

depends on the rated voltage and the protection philosophy. Different grounding strategies were

established varying from solid (or effective) grounding methods to isolated grounding. The

usage of the aforementioned grounding means differs from one country to another depending on

the considered standards as well as the priority between the equipment protection and human

safety. According to the VDEW-statistic in 1998, Table 8.2 shows the used grounding

description in Germany.
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        Table 8.2  Neutral grounding in Germany according to VDEW-statistics  1998

Percentage of usage according to the nominal voltageTypes of grounding

10 kV 20 kV 110 kV 380 kV

Solidly grounding 13.6 2.2 19.1 99.3

Resonant grounding 77.8 92.8 80.9 0.7

Isolated grounding 8.6 < 0.1 0.0 0.0

Different tests have been carried out to investigate the effect of the grounding type on the

accuracy of the proposed scheme. Fig. 8.4(a), (b) and (c) show the estimated fault distance in

three different cases considering different grounding means and grounding element values. For

all cases, the fault was considered to occur at 85 % of the total line length on a 220 kV, 200 km,

double circuit and double infeed untransposed line.

Fig. 8.4  Grounding effect on fault location calculation.

(a) Low resistive grounding (30 Ω) and 200 Ω fault resistance  (b) High resistive grounding (400 Ω) and 200 Ω

fault resistance  (c) Low inductance grounding (80 mH) and 200 Ω fault resistance
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From the results, the scheme shows a stable performance with resistive grounding as revealed

from Fig. 8.4(a) and (b). However, the effect of low inductance grounding on the scheme

accuracy is remarkable even with the small values as shown in Fig. 8.4(c). This is due to the

assumption of the main algorithm considering the fault impedance to be a pure resistance. Thus,

the scheme is unfortunately not able to work efficiently with inductance grounded systems.

Also, the scheme fails to recognize the faults on resonant or isolated grounding systems due to

the extremely small fault currents in these cases. It can be concluded that the scheme is

generally characterized by a high accuracy for solidly or resistively grounding systems. This is

only possible as long as the summation of the fault resistance value and the grounding resistance

is limited through the scheme resistance coverage (1 kΩ).

8.3  Multiple Loading/Infeeding Lines

 

Fault Locator 

Sending end                       L1                             L2                               L3                            L4                 Receiving 
                           S                                   P1                               P2                            P3                        R 

x 

 Load Station S1             Load Station S2         Load Station S3 

Fig. 8.5  Selected multiple loaded line

The problem of multiple-loading lines for fault location calculation is the change of the network

states along the line with every tapped load point. Moreover, the locator at its fixed point at the

sending end has a misleading operation since it follows only the available states at its position.

Thus, it is more worthy to investigate the effect of these situations on the accuracy of the

proposed scheme. For this purpose, a transmission system with three intermediate tapped loads

is considered as shown in Fig. 8.5. If the fault occurs at the adjacent line part L1, the locator can

recognize that fault well. However, the scheme response to the faults behind the tapped loads is

remarkably affected. The same double circuit 220 kV, 200  km line is simulated where the

whole length is divided into four equal parts of 50 km of each one. Three tapped load are
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inserted at the intermediate points P1, P2 and P3 with loading percentage of 5, 10, and 15 % of

the main load at the receiving end.

As an example, a line to ground fault occurred at a distance x of 36 km from the tapped point S3

(72% of the line part L4 measured from P3) through a fault resistance of 100 Ω. Four different

situations were considered. The ideal case for fault location calculation is when all the required

states at all loading stations S1, 2, 3 and 4 are known at the locator position. Then, the

information of the last station S3 is missing, while the data of other stations (S1 and S2) are

available. The third case concerned with the missing of the information at both S3 and S2

stations. The forth situation considered the missing of all information from the three loading

stations. The estimated fault distance as well as the corresponding scheme overall accuracy are

shown in Fig.8.6(a) and (b).
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Fig. 8.6 Multiple-loading case investigation
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Similarly, the case with multiple infeeding lines was considered with changing the loading

stations in Fig. 8.5 with infeed stations. The stations share the sending end for delivering the

load to the receiving end. Then, the effects of these intermediate infeeding can be investigated.

Fig. 8.7 shows the evaluation of the scheme overall accuracy including the same four different

situations considering the data availability from the remote infeed stations.
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Fig. 8.7 Overall accuracy evaluation for multiple infeed line

Case I II III IV
Missing data - S3  S3 and S2 S1, S3 and S2

As revealed from the results, the scheme still keeps its superior performance for multiple-

loading or multiple-infeed lines as long as the required states (voltages, currents, power) at all

remote stations are valid. The states of the intermediate points can be calculated using the

sending end information, the intermediate currents and the network parameters. Then, the fault

distance is estimated starting from the intermediate point prior to the fault position.

8.4  Partially Mutual Coupled Lines

Partially mutual transmission lines are sometimes found in real fields when the mutual coupling

between the adjacent circuits exists only on a certain part of the total line length. A common

figure of these situations occurred when two different circuits share common double-circuit

support lines, or when there is close parallel run of lines for a certain portion of the total length.

As shown in Fig. 8.8, two different situations were considered. The partially coupling is either at

the beginning or at the end of the line. Locating the fault on these lines accurately, requires the

faulted segment to be definitely classified (i.e. classifying accurately if the fault occurs after or

before the separate point between the partially and fully mutual line parts). Due to the lack of
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measurement instrument at the separation point usually, it is considered a basic challenge for

fault location problems.

Fault locator

x2x1

L1
L2

(a)

Fault locator

x2x1

L1
L2

(b)

Fig. 8.8  Partially mutual lines

(a) Partially coupled part at the line beginning   (b) Partially coupled part at the line end

Due to the handling complexities of these problems, the published efforts for realizing a

practical fault location scheme for partially mutual lines are remarkably limited. To overcome

this difficulty, a practical algorithm was introduced in [98] adopting two different fault distance

calculation routines for both adjacent or remote coupled areas of the line (L1 part of the line in

Fig. 8.8(a) or (b)). According to the results of both routines, the faulted part of the line is

precisely declared and hence the final distance is realized. The worst case arises when the fault

occurs near to the separation point between the partially and non-partially coupled line parts.

This results in an expected blind margin (about 5%), in which the selection procedure between

both calculation routines is doubtful. The aforementioned fault location method was modified

here to fit the proposed scheme. Fig. 8.9 describes the proposed solution. Firstly, the preliminary

fault distance is estimated considering a symmetrical line situation. This is calculated by

8.4  Partially Mutual Coupled Lines
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considering the extra mutual coupling for the full line length for Fig. 8.8(a) and neglecting it for

the whole line for Fig. 8.8(b). Then, the faulted line part of the line is detected according to the

resulting estimated distance. If the estimated distance is located in the adjacent part of the line to

the locator, it is considered as the final estimated fault location. If this measured fault distance is

located in the remote part of the line, the states of the separation point is calculated according to

the available states at the locator position as well as the related parameters of the adjacent line

part. Then, the fault location routine is repeated starting from this point for the remote part of the

line.

V&I phasors

Preliminary fault
distance calculation

Line in
adjacent coupled

area ?

Preliminary distance
is  the final one

Separation point
declaration

Fault distance
re-estimation

Final fault distance

NoYes

Fig. 8.9  Selection procedure for partially coupled lines

Different investigations have been carried out to emphasize the efficacy of the proposed

procedure using the 220 kV, 200 km double infeed and double circuit line.  The second circuit is

considered to be coupled only for 50 % of the line length. Fig. 8.10 shows both preliminary and

final fault distances for two different fault cases occurred 178 and 122 km away from the locator

position respectively. In the first case, the adjacent line part is considered to be partially coupled

similarly to Fig. 8.8(a), whereas the other case considered the remote line part as the partially

coupled part. As shown in Fig. 8.10(a), the preliminary fault distance is 90.62 % of the total line

length. Then, the final fault distance is recalculated starting form the separation point to be

78.54% of the remote part line length. The preliminary fault distance is 62.43% of the total line
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length, whereas the final fault distance is 22.48% for the second test case as shown in Fig.

8.10(b). Other different investigations were carried out for the faults close to the separation

point between the partially coupled and coupled line parts. It has been concluded that the

resulting blind margin around the separation point does not exceed 2% of the line length. This

resulted in a simple fault location algorithm (with only one calculation routine) and smaller

blind area around the separation point in addition to the ability to deal with coupled lines and

high resistance faults efficiently.

Fig. 8.10  Partially coupled line fault location procedure evaluation

(a) Partially coupled part is the adjacent part (b) Partially coupled part is the remote part

8.5  Multi-Circuit Coupled Lines

All applied tests considered only single or double circuit lines with the same line voltage. Even

in the universality check with changing the used rated voltage and the network configuration,
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both simulated line circuits have the same voltage and configuration. However, it is common to

use more than two circuits at one or more voltage levels due to the economical viewpoint. Thus,

it is more convenient to investigate the effects of this situation on the accuracy of the overall

proposed scheme. For this purpose, a sophisticated compound of 200 km and 6 circuits with

110, 220 and 380 kV is evaluated. Both circuits of 110 kV line is partially coupled to the other

circuits with a length of 50 km. Table 8.3 summarizes the details of the line construction,

whereas Fig. 8.11 shows the configuration of the line. The ATP LINE CONSTANT routine is

employed to calculate the associated line parameters according to the transmission system

dimension in Fig. 8.11. The required parameters for each voltage level are found in Appendix B.

Table 8.3 Selected multi-circuit line configuration

Rated voltage Line length, km Line circuits No. of bundles Conductor type

110 50 2 2 Al/St 185/30
220 200 2 2 Al/St 185/30
380 200 2 4 Al/St 240/40

23.0
5.54.04.0

6.55.05.0

29.0

7.86.5

38.5

10.5

10.5

Fig. 8.11  Multi-circuits line configuration

Different test cases have been carried out along the entire range of the line length to investigate

the impact of coupled circuits on the overall scheme accuracy. Fig. 8.12 shows the overall

accuracy of each voltage level as a percentage of its total line length. In the results, the overall

accuracy is still acceptable for both 110 and 220 kV as both voltage level circuits used the same

conductor size of (Al/St 185/30), while both 380 kV line circuits have a remarkable lower
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accuracy. This is mainly due to the difference in conductor size for the 380 kV line circuits. The

shown results reveal the scheme efficacy for all multi circuit lines resulting from the ability of

the modal transformation to eliminate the effects of mutual coupling perfectly.
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Fig. 8.12  Multi-circuit line accuracy evaluation
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9  Conclusions

The general aim of this thesis is to develop an accurate fault location scheme that can solve the

problems affecting the accuracy of the existing conventional fault locators. This is mainly due to

the great benefits provided by detecting the fault position accurately including the maintenance

and restoration time reduction as well as the economical aims. This consequently helps to fit the

new deregulation policies and competitive marketing.

This work was proceeded in three sequential steps. Firstly, a thorough investigation of the

performance of some known fault location methods was performed aiming to emphasize the

basic characteristics of the fault location estimation procedure. This provided a good

understanding of the process essence and helped to visualize the following contributions

throughout the work successfully. Toward this goal, a group of 12 fault location algorithms

covering most of the published algorithms has been introduced in this comparative study.

EMTP-ATP has been employed to develop the test set with sophisticated power system models

aiming to simulate the actual circumstances in the real field such as the line parameter

distribution, mutual effects and line imbalance. More than 1200 simulation cases were

developed for this objective. As a general conclusion, a better performance of two terminal

algorithms has been emphasized as compared with other one terminal ones. However, the latter

has the commercial superiority due to the extra requirements of two terminal methods such as

the communication and synchronization equipment. On the other hand, one terminal algorithms

with compensation features provide an acceptable performance as compared with the

performance of two terminals ones. As concluded from this study, the mutual coupling among
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the adjacent conductors is a serious problem, in which the total line impedance significantly

changes resulting from the added impedance parts that are reflected mutually from other phases.

Thus, it represents a serious problem affecting the accuracy of all protection equipment. Also,

the effects of high impedance faults on the accuracy of all fault locators with both single and

double terminal methods were emphasized. Both problems represent the major challenges that

can remarkably affect the performance of all existing fault locators.

In order to eliminate the effects of both mutual coupling and fault resistance existence, a new

fault location algorithm was introduced employing the modal transformation in conjunction with

the apparent impedance approach. The essential goal of modal transformation is to transform

some coupled equations into decoupled ones resulting in diagonalized equation matrices. Thus,

the solution of the multi-phase transmission line equations will be simpler since every

decoupled equation will be treated as a single phase line. This decoupling was, therefore, a

perfect solution for those problems resulting from mutual coupling effects. On the other hand,

the apparent impedance approach provides an effective compensation for remote current infeed

and pre-fault loading current. The combination of both tools results in a superior fault location

algorithm suitable for both single and two terminal lines depending on single end data. The

behavior of the proposed algorithm was evaluated by employing ATP-EMTP and MATLAB.

All applied tests revealed a high accuracy and promising performance for all fault situations.

However, measurable estimation errors were recorded through the cases that associated with

very high fault resistance values in addition to remote infeed and loading currents. Although the

proposed algorithm is characterized with a solid improvement over the existed ones, it still

suffers from the remarkable errors during high impedance faults. Hence, the need for further

enhancements is obvious.

In the third part, AI-based tuning was established tuning the modal transformation-based

algorithm to compensate the total errors that can not be eliminated conventionally. The AI-based

tuner aims basically to provide the proposed fault location algorithm with a generated correction

index. This, in order to adapt the estimated fault distance, reduces the total estimation error. The

great capabilities of AI tools of non-linear mapping were successfully employed to perform the

aimed tuning which only depends on the available information at the locator position. In order to

realize the optimal AI tool, both ANN and FL systems were examined to perform the required

mapping. Different ANN structures including MLF, RBF and Elman networks were tested for

the ANN-based tuners with a variety of training methods. Whereas the ANFIS training
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paradigm for FL system training was employed to optimize the FL-based tuner. MATLAB was

selected as the platform for developing all tuning tools with its powerful toolbox for ANN and

FL systems. As revealed from the tests of all developed tuners, FL and ANN are considered as

powerful tools for nonlinear mapping and function approximation. Unlike conventional

mathematical methods, both tools have the potential to approximate any complex function

without considering simplifying assumptions. However, FL-based tuner has a faster training

speed and a better accuracy from the protection viewpoint. On the other hand, the major

problem when designing FL-based systems with ANFIS modeling concerns with the network

stability. This mainly results from the complicated structure of the adopted neural network for

ANFIS model (five layer feedforward network). Thus, increasing either the selected number of

inputs or the adopted memberships for each input affect the resulted stability of the overall

network. This requires the employment of the most suitable inputs in addition to the minimum

requirement of the adopted memberships. Also, increasing the collected training data

remarkably helps to keep a sufficient stability. Finally, the overall FL-based fault location tuner

was introduced, which provides a complete coverage of all fault cases even with high resistance

values up to 1kΩ. As seen from the simulation investigations, the overall scheme successfully

deals with all loading conditions as well as the variation of line configuration including the rated

voltage, power and the line length. Thus, the thesis presented a new perspective providing the

universality for AI-based tools for power system protection applications. This provides a further

enhancement to realize a practical and reliable intelligent fault locator.

The overall scheme, comprising from the modal transformation-based algorithm in conjunction

with the FL-based universal tuner, was subjected to a variety of advanced test cases to evaluate

its performance. These test cases included some situations that are real challenges not only for

fault locator algorithms, but also for all protection equipment of transmission protection. As

revealed from these tests, the overall scheme shows a high immunity to the existence of the non-

linear arcs that usually occur with temporary faults. Also, the scheme shows a superior

performance for multiple-loading (infeed) lines; when all loading (infeeding) stations data are

available. Also, the lines with partially coupled parts or with multiple coupled circuits have no

significant influence on the scheme accuracy. However, it was found that the existence of an

inductive element (as a part of the grounding means of the main transformers) remarkably

affects the scheme accuracy. This is a general characteristic of all protection equipment that

depends on the apparent impedance approach.
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In general, the proposed scheme presents a precise fault location algorithm suitable for both

single and multi-circuit lines covering all fault types including permanent and transient fault

cases for a wide range of the added fault resistance. However, the scheme performance is only

restricted for the systems that are grounded solidly or through a resistive element. Thus, the

scheme presents an ideal candidate for all high voltage networks as they are usually solidly or

through a low resistance grounded. For medium voltage or distribution networks, the scheme

can be efficiently used with only networks that are grounded solidly or through a pure resistance

element. Unfortunately, most of medium or lower voltage networks in Germany are grounded

through resonant grounding means. Thus, employing the proposed scheme for those networks is

not beneficial.

The following recommendations may help the further contributions in this area.

• Modal analysis shows a great ability for eliminating the coupling effects. It results in

simplifying the mathematical basis for protection algorithms for multi-terminal lines. Thus,

it may be more helpful to develop more protection functions in the future.

• Considering the universal characteristics for intelligent protection functions is a real

encouragement to develop a widely used commercial intelligent tool for protection

equipment in the future.

• Resonant or inductive grounded systems are still real challenges not only for fault locators,

but also for all protection equipment. These cases require further efforts to provide them

with extra proper protection functions.

• The importance of the information availability of all line terminals at the line main station is

obvious. This requires further efforts to enhance the communication and control equipment

for transmission networks.
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Appendix A:
Digital Fourier Transform Description

Phasor estimation approaches represent the basic core for digital protection schemes. Among the

different approaches for this purpose, Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is still considered the

most dependable and popular one since the 1980s till now. Generally speaking, any periodic

function f(t) can be normally represented by a Fourier series of discrete harmonics. Let the

continuous function f(t) be represented in the interval (t0, t0+T) as  a Fourier series as
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where ω0 is the angular fundamental frequency, a0 is the dc component and Sk , Ck are the sine

and cosine components respectively of the Fourier coefficients for the k-th harmonic
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If the waveforms are sampled with N samples per cycle with a sampling time of ∆t, the integral

of equation (A.3) can be rewritten as

[ ]N0N1N01N101000k tsin)t(ftsin)t(f.........tsin)t(ftsin)t(f
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Then equation (A.5) can be rewritten as
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Where fj is the j-th sample of the function f and Wk,j is the weighting factor for the j-th sample

used to calculate the the Sk. Where Wk,,j can be represented as
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Similarly the cosine coefficient Ck can be represented as
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where the related cosine weighting factor Vk,j can be represented as
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Hence, for a sampling rate of 32 samples per cycle, a 32 Fourier coefficients can be rewritten in

a matrix form for both sine and cosine coefficients as
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For the kth harmonic, the complete phasor can be defined using the resulting sine and cosine

coefficients as follows:

F S Ck k k= +2 2  (A.12)
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Fig. A.1 summarizes the DFT calculation procedure as shown below as

               Sampler

 f(t)

Multiplier Σ

Multiplier Σ

Phasor
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Sin coefficients
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Fig. A.1 DFT routine schematic
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Appendix B:
Power System Simulation Data for ATP

During the work through this thesis, different line parameters were considered for 110, 220 and

380 kV transmission systems. Three different conductors were selected: Al/St 185/30,

Al/St240/40 and Al/St 300/50. Table B.1 summarizes the main specifications for each conductor

type according to DIN 48204.

Table B.1  Selected conductor parameters

Cond. Type R Ω/km(20ο) r (mm) A (mm2) Bundle spacing (cm)

Al/St 185/30 0.157 9.5 183.8 40.0

Al/St 240/40 0.119 10.95 243.0 40.0

Al/St 300/50 0.096 12.25 304.3 40.0

For each voltage level, two different tower configuration systems were selected. Table B.2

presents the tower configuration for each system describing the conductor spacing, number of

bundles and the dimensions according to the configurations in Fig. B.1.

Table B.2  Selected tower  configuration dimensions
Tower dimensions, mRated

voltage

Conf. No. of
bundles

h1 h2 h3 Hg d1 d2 d3

(a) 1 23.0 23.0 23 8.5 5.5 9.5 13.5110 kV

(b) 1 19.0 23.5 28.0 4.5 4.0 5.5 4.0

(a) 2 29.0 29.0 29.0 10.5 6.5 11.5 16.5220 kV

(b) 2 22.0 27.5 33.0 5.5 5.5 6.75 5.5

(a) 4 39.5 39.5 39.5 10.5 7.8 14.3 20.8380 kV

(c) 4 28.0 28.0 38.5 10.5 7.8 14.3 10.8
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Fig. B.1  Selected tower configuration description

The subroutine LINE CONSTANT in the EMTP-ATP is employed for each system to calculate

the associated parameters based on the above conductor configurations using the distributed

parameter line model for each transmission system.



Appendix C:
Foundations of Modal Theory for Matrix
Solution for Polyphase Systems

In 1963, Wedepohl established the basic fundamentals of matrix methods for solving polyphase

systems using the phenomena of modal theory [99]. The aim of this appendix is to emphasize

the basic outlines of the modal theory. For this purpose, the basic equations for a single

conductor are described first. Then the introduced analysis is expanded to cover the two

conductor lines and finally the polyphase lines.

VSp                       V1p          Y1p.∆x        V1p+∆V1p                                     VRp

                  ISp         Z1p.∆x          I1p+∆I1p                                     IRp

Fig. C.1  Single conductor with earth return

Fig. C.1 shows the circuit diagram of a single conductor line with earth return, where the indices

S, R, and p refer to the sending, receiving and phase quantities. For a specific small element of

the line ∆x, the fundamental equations relating to this element as functions of the conductor

impedance Z1p and admittance Y1p are described as

p1p1
p1 IZ

dx
dV

−=                (C.1)
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p1p1
p1 VY

dx
dI

−=                (C.2)

Writing the second derivative for both equations (C.1) and (C.2) yields,

p1p1p12
p1

2

IYZ
dx

Vd
−= (C.3)

p1p1p12
p1

2

VZY
dx

Id
−= (C.4)

These differential equations can be then solved for V1p as

xx
p1

11 BeAeV λλ− += (C.5)

where A and B are arbitrary constants and p1p11 YZ=λ is the propagation constant.

x=0                                       x                                                  x=l

VS1p     VS2p                                   V1p  V2p                                           VR2p       VR2p

           IS1p                                                                                     IR1p

           IS2p                                                                                     IR2p

Fig. C.2  Two conductor line with earth return

The above mathematical formalization can be modified to fit the two conductor line with earth

return shown in Fig. C.2. through the following equations:

p2p12p1p11
p1 IZIZ

dx
dV

−−=                (C.6)

p2p22p1p21
p2 IZIZ

dx
dV

−−= (C.7)

p2p12p1p11
p1 VYVY

dx
dI

+−=                (C.8)

p2p22p1p21
p2 VYVY

dx
dI

−= (C.9)
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Z11 and Z12 (or Z21) are the self and mutual impedance parts respectively. Also, Y11, Y12 (or Y21)

are the self and mutual admittance parts respectively. These equations can be rewritten in matrix

notation as

pppdx
d IZV −= (C.10)

pppdx
d VYI −= (C.11)

where Vp and Ip are the column matrices corresponding to the voltage and current values. Zp and

Yp are the square matrices for impedance and admittance values respectively. The corresponding

diagonal elements refer to the self values, whereas the others refer to the mutual parts for both

impedance and admittance matrices. Then the following equation can be derived as

pp2

2

dx
d VPV −= (C.12)

pp2

2

dx
d IPI −= (C.13)

where 







−−−−
−−

=
)YZYZ()YZYZ(

YZYZYZYZ

p22p22p12p12p22p12p12p11

p22p12p12p11p12p12p11p11P (C.14)

The modal quantity matrices Vm and Im can be derived through the selected proper

transformation Tv and Ti as

Vp = Tv  Vm (C.15)

Ip = Ti  Im (C.16)

Substituting in equations (C.12) and (C.13) yields,

m
2
Vmv

1
vm2

2

dx
d VVTPTV λ== − (C.17)

m
2
imi

1
im2

2

dx
d IITPTI λ== − (C.18)
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The transformation matrices should be selected in such a way that 2
vλ  and 2

îλ  are diagonal

matrices of the forms as










λ
λ

= 2
2v

2
1v2

v 0
0λ (C.19)










λ
λ

= 2
2i

2
1i2

i 0
0λ (C.20)

The mutual parts in both equations (C.17) and (C.18) are canceled resulting in a direct solution

of the equation groups. In order to be mathematically possible, PTv should be equal to Tv
2
vλ .

This condition ca be rewritten as

P Tv - Tv 2
vλ = 0  or   det( P - 2

vλ ) = 0 (C.21)

Then Equation (C.21) can be rewritten as

0
T)P(TPT)P(TP
TPT)P(TPT)P(

22v
2

2v2212V2121v
2

1v2211V21

22v1212v
2

2v1121v1211v
2

1v11 =








λ−+λ−+
+λ−+λ− (C.22)

The corresponding condition for the current equation is similarly, where

P Ti - Ti 2
îλ  = 0  or   det( P - 2

îλ ) = 0 (C.23)

The same group of equations from (C.10) to (C.23) in their matrix representation can be directly

applied on polyphase systems by expanding the matrix orders to fit the related system order. For

a three phase coupled balanced system, the impedance and admittance matrices can be written as

follows:

















=

p33p32p31

p23p22p21

p13p12p11

p

ZZZ
ZZZ
ZZZ

Z (C.24)
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p33p32p31

p23p22p21

p13p12p11
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YYY
YYY
YYY

Y (C.25)
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Owing to the line balance,

Tv = Ti = T (C.26)

2
vλ  = 2

îλ  = 2λ (C.27)

From the condition raised in equations (C.21) or (C.23), the sufficient condition to fulfill the

decoupling requirement is as

det( P – λ ) = det 
















λ−
λ−

λ−

)P(PP
P)P(P
PP)P(

2
33333231

23
2
222221

1312
2
1111

 = 0 (C.28)

Solving the above equation for the unknowns 2
11λ , 2

22λ  and 2
33λ  as follows:

( ))PP8)PPP(PPP
2
1

3113
2

132211122211
2
11 ++−+++=λ     (C.29)

( ))PP8)PPP(PPP
2
1

3113
2

132211122211
2
22 ++−−++=λ (C.30)

1211
2
33 PP −=λ (C.31)

The corresponding transformation matrix [T] can be then forwardly found. Different values can

be assigned for this matrix. As a common practice, the Clarke transformation matrix can be

employed for the required transformation as























−−

−===

2
3

2
11

2
3

2
11

021

3
1

iv TTT (C.32)

Finally, the corresponding modal impedance and admittance matrices can be found as

Zm = Tv
-1* Z * Tv                 (C.33)

Ym = Ti
-1* Y * Ti                        (C.34)
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Appendix D:
ANNs Training Outlines

D.1  MLF Training Procedures

D.1.1 Basic BP training algorithm

Fig. D.1 Summarizes a general schematic of the Backpropagation (BP) supervised incremental

training. It is generally considered as the workhorse in the area of training neural networks. It

was invented independently by several authors since the 1960s. In 1986, Rumelhart, Hinlton and

McClelland rediscovered and modified it to suit neural network training techniques. Now, it is

the most widely used method for training (MLF) networks, in spite of the other several

implemented algorithms.

For the simple construction of a MLF network having n inputs, the sum of inputs to the j-th

hidden neuron for each training example can be written as

j

n

1i
ijij WW.INu += ∑

=

(D.1)

where the INi  is the i-th input signal, n is the number of inputs and uj is the signal giving the

weighted sum of all inputs. The Wij and Wj refers to the connections weights and neuron bias

respectively. Applying the activation function F yielding,

)u(Fi jjj =   (D.2)
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            Start

        Initialize all weights

                           Begin with the training set

     Set iteration counter I

      Apply an input pattern

   Calculate the neuron output

                             Calculate the output error

                             Update the connection weights

No          All                                I=I+1
              patterns used

 Yes

 Compute the error function  E

   

No
           Error is accepted

                                                          Yes

        End

Fig. D.1  Supervised BP incremental training
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where ij   is the output of the j-th hidden neuron. Similarly, the sum of inputs to the k-th output

neuron can be obtained as

k

h

1j
jkjk Wi.Ws += ∑

=

 (D.3)

where sk  is the signal giving the weighted sum of all hidden neuron outputs and h is the number

of hidden neurons. Then, the output of the k-th output neuron can be expressed as

)s(Fy kkk = (D.4)

The aim of learning algorithm is to minimize the instantaneous squared error E of the output

signal which is computed as

( ) 22
kk e

2
1yd

2
1E =−= (D.5)

where e is the instantaneous error between the computed output yk and the desired one dk. In

order to minimize the error for a given set of weights, the gradient rule can be applied to

equation (D.5) which yields,

))s(F(
W

).yd(
W
E

k
kj

kk
kj ∂

∂
−−=

∂

∂
 (D.6)

Applying the differentiation chain rule yields,

kj

k

k

k
kk

kj W
s

.
s
F

).yd(
W
E

∂

∂

∂

∂
−−=

∂

∂
(D.7)

where

∑ +
∂
∂

=
∂

∂ h

1
kjkj

kjkj

k )Wi.W(
WW

s
  =  ij (D.8)

Substituting from equation (D.8) into equation (D.7) yields,

jkkkk
kj

i).s(F).yd(
W
E

′−−=
∂

∂
(D.9)
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As far as the magnitude of the weight change is concerned, it is taken to be  proportional to the

negative gradient obtained in equation (D.9). Thus, the weights of the output neurons in terms of

the previous iteration t are updated according to

)t(W)t(W)1t(W kjkjkj ∆+=+ (D.10)

where

jkkkkkj i).s.(F)yd()t(W ′−µ−=∆ (D.11)

and  µ  is the learning rate parameter determining the speed of convergence to the minimum. Its

value is usually positive and less than 1. Similarly, the weights of hidden neurons are updated.

This procedure is continuously repeated until an acceptable total error was reached. If the

training set is prepared containing p pairs of input/output learning examples. The global error

can be found as

( )2kpkp
p kP

p yd
2
1EE −==∑ ∑∑  (D.12)

where dkP and ykP are the desired and actual outputs of the k-th output neuron for the p-th

learning example.

The above explanation shows briefly the basic incremental mode of BP training, in which the

list of weights is incrementally updated at each training case. Another mode of BP is possible by

batch training, in which all inputs are applied to the network before the weights updating. Thus

the weights are updated according to the overall sum of the resulted errors for all training cases

rather than the individual training error for each case.

D.1.2  BP with adaptive learning rate

As shown from equation (D.11), the learning rate (µ) controls the convergence speed during

training. With standard BP training, the learning rate is kept constant throughout the training

procedure. On the other hand, the training performance is sensitive to the selected learning rate.

If learning rate is selected to be high, the training may oscillate and become unstable. If it is

selected to be small, the training consumes a long time to converge. Although, setting the

optimal learning rate before starting the training process may improve the process, it does not

get the optimum setting of the learning rate as the required optimum values actually changes
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during the learning process. The essential aim of the variable learning rate is attempting to keep

the learning step size as large as possible while keeping the learning stability. Further details are

available in [86].

D.1.3  BP with momentum terms

The momentum terms allow the network to respond not only to the local gradient, but also to the

recent trends in the error surface. Acting like a low pass filter, momentum allows the network to

ignore small features in the error surface. Thus the network may get stuck into a shallow local

minimum without the momentum terms. To include the momentum term, equation (D.10) for

updating the weights is improved by introducing the momentum term α as

)1t(W)t(W)t(W)1t(W kjkjkjkj −α+∆+=+ (D.13)

As seen in the above equation, the weights are updated equally to the sum of a fraction of the

last weight change in addition to the new resulting recent weight change from the BP [66, 86].

D.1.4  Numerical optimization training for MLF networks

In spite of the wide applicability of the BP and other further enhancements over the standard

form, it suffers from, in most cases, the slow convergence. It may therefore not be the optimum

tool for large scale training sets or complex tasks. To solve these problems, research efforts have

been directed to employ numerical optimization techniques to perform the training procedure.

Among these efforts, Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) and Conjugate Gradient (CG) training

algorithms arise as powerful tools for training purposes [100, 101].

While BP is a steepest descent algorithm, the LM algorithm is an approximation to Newton’s

methods. As seen in the BP equations, the error function E, derived in equation (D.5), is

minimized using the gradient optimization as shown in the equations from (D.6) to (D.12).

While the weight update in LM optimization is performed through the Newton’s method. Also

the CG is a class of methods for unconstrained optimization employed for optimization

purposes. It is therefore expected to optimize efficiently the ANN parameters. The mathematical

basis for both algorithms is beyond the scope of this thesis, whereas the details are fully

described in their relevant references. The MATLAB provides a powerful, direct and friendly-

using platform to employ these algorithms for training purposes.
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D.2  Training of Elman Networks

Elman networks are considered to a special constructed multi-layers network by enabling

special feedback extracted from the hidden neurons to be added to the inputs. It can be therefore

trained forwardly similar to the normal MLF network. The training procedures should modified

to include the output of the hidden elements of the last training case into the present training

running. The same MATLAB training routines can be directly employed as well.

D.3  RBF network Training

A classical RBF network perform a mapping from the n inputs to the scalar output according to

the relation,

∑
=

φ+=
n

1i
ii0 )c,x(W(W)x(Y (D.14)

where W0 and Wi denote the bias and the connection weights respectively. φ  denotes the non-

linear transformation of each input x around each fixed center ci. Thus the core of the RBF

training is to choose the proper non-linear transformation and the centers that can enable the

RBF network to perform the required mapping. For this purpose the Orthogonal Least Square

(OLS) optimization can be employed to find out the adequate network construction. Thus RBF

network can be considered as a special case of the linear regression model expressed as

)t()t(p)t(d
n

1i
ii ε+θ=∑

=

(D.15)

where d(t) is the desired output, the elements of θî are the network parameters and pi(t) are

considered as the regressors and assumed to be fixed functions of the inputs xi(t). The error

signal ε(t) is assumed to be uncorrelated with the regressors pi(t). As clear from equation (D.15),

the fixed centers ci with the given non-linearity φ  correspond to the regressor pi(t). Then the

training procedure essentially aims to set the proper RBF centers from the training data as well

as the associated connection weights. Thus the OLS optimization procedure can be considered

as an optimum tool for this purpose. The exact solution of this optimization problem is set via a

total number of centers equal to the number of the vectors in the training set. However, this

situation may be not the best solution in those cases having huge training sets [102].



Appendix E:
FL-ANFIS Structure and Training

The basic challenge for developing a fuzzy-based systems is how to set the parameters of the

fuzzy system. The “Adaptive Network-based Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS)” architecture for

fuzzy network structure optimization is employed for this purpose. ANFIS simulates the fuzzy

structure using the feedforward neural network to make use of the training ability of the ANN so

that the FL system parameters can be optimized using the same adopted algorithms used for

ANNs. Once the FL system parameters are optimized, the FL can be used independently based

on the resulted parameter. Generally speaking, a fuzzy inference system performs the fuzzy

reasoning through the following steps,

• Firstly the network inputs are extracted. These inputs are then compared with the adjusted

membership functions associated with the antecedent part of the rules to get the membership

values of each linguistic quantity.

• Combine through a specific T-norm operator (multiplication or minimum usually) the

weight (firing strength) of each rule.

• Depending on the weights of the rules, the consequent of each rule is generated.

• Finally the produced consequents are aggregated to produce the crisp output.

Among the different types of fuzzy reasoning methods, Sugeno inference type is the most

suitable for ANFIS structure. In Sugeno-based fuzzy systems all inputs are described with a set

of selected overlapping membership functions, while the outputs are described as a linear

function of the inputs. Fig. E.1 shows a simple FL system with only two inputs x and y and two

rules using Sugeno inference model. The adopted two rules can be described as follows:
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Rule1:   if  x is A1 and y is B1, then f1=p1x1+q1y1+c1

Rule2:   if  x is A2 and y is B2, then f2=p2x2+q2y2+c2

                           Layer1                           Layer2                             Layer3                                Layer4                       Layer5

                               A1

    x
                                                                                 g1                                    w1
                               A2        w1f1

           O/P

   w2f2
                              B1
                                                                                g2                               w2
    y
                    x       y
                              B2

x      y

Fig. E.1  Two inputs simple ANFIS network

Then the output of each of the network layers can be described as follows:

Layer1: The basic objective of this layer is to assign the related membership function value to

each input to specify the degree to which the given input (x or y here) satisfies the

linguistic quantities (Ai or Bi and i=1, 2) . Thus the output O for both inputs x and y out

of this layer can be described as

  OA,i = µAi(x),  i=1,2 (E.1)

  OB,i = µBi(y),  i=1,2 (E.2)

  Where µA1, µA2, µB1 and µB2 are the assigned four memberships for both x and y inputs

respectively. As an example, the µA1 is described with the Bell-shape membership as

1b2

1

1

1A

a
cx1

1)x(



















 −
+

=µ (E.3)

where a1, b1, c1 are the parameters of this membership owing to the the first linguistic

quantity A1.

Layer2: Every node in this layer is a fixed node whose output is the product of all incoming

inputs to find out the weight of each rule (the firing strength) as seen below as
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g 1 = µA1(x) × µB1(y) (E.4)

g 2 =  µA1(x) × µB1(y) (E.5)

Layer 3: The output of every node in this layer is the ratio of the firing strength of this nod to the

sum of all firing strengths of all rules. This output is the normalized firing strength and

can be described as

21

i
i gg

gw
+

= , i=1,2 (E.6)

Layer 4: Each node of this layer is connected to all network inputs (here x and y) and a node in

the foregoing layer. The objective of this layer is to calculate consequent parameter of

each rule as

w1f1= w1(p1x1+q1y1+c1) (E.7)

w2f2= w2(p2x2+q2y2+c2) (E.8)

Layer 5: This layer is the output layer so that it computes the final network output by summing

all the outputs from the previous layers as

∑= ifiwO/P , i=1,2 (E.9)

The core of the ANFIS structure is the ability to adjust both the antecedent and consequent

parameters of the constructed network using BP or Least Square algorithms (or both algorithms

in a hybrid manner). However, the rules should be previously prepared. MATLAB provides a

special routine for ANFIS training, providing also a preliminary construction of the rule base

using matrix partitioning. The weight of each preliminary rule is evaluated through the training

procedure. Further details are available in the MATLAB FL-Toolbox manual [87].
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Appendix F:
Deutsche Zusammenfassung

Fehlerortungssysteme dienen dazu, bei Auftreten eines Kurzschlusses auf einer Freileitung, die

Fehlerstelle möglichst genau zu bestimmen. Damit wird es möglich, Reparaturarbeiten zur

Wiederinstandsetzung der Leitung unmittelbar einzuleiten, um die Leitung wieder in Betrieb zu

nehmen. Neben technischen Vorteilen durch verkürzte Ausfallzeiten hat das schnelle Erkennen

der Fehlerstelle auch ökonomische Vorteile, da die Menge nicht zeitgerecht gelieferter Energie

vermindert wird. Das Ziel dieser Arbeit war, ein genaues Fehlerortungssystem zu entwickeln,

das die bekannten Nachteile von vorhandenen konventionellen Systemen vermeidet..

Die vorliegende Arbeit wurde in drei Schritten durchgeführt. Zum Beginn wurde eine

gründliche Analyse der Leistungsfähigkeit der aus der Literatur bekannten

Fehlerortungsmethoden durchgeführt. Es war möglich 12 unterschiedliche Gruppen zu bilden,

denen die verschiedenen benutzten Algorithmen zugeordnet werden konnten. Damit konnten die

Vor- und Nachteile der verschiedenen Verfahren herausgearbeitet werden. Es wurden weiterhin

mit Hilfe des Programmsystems EMTP-ATP Testreihen entwickelt, die eine Beurteilung der

verschiedenen Methoden erlaubte. Dazu wurden Netzmodelle aufgestellt, die es ermöglichten

die Parameter, die die größten Einflüsse auf die Ungenauigkeit der Fehlerortung haben, in

weiten Bereichen zu variieren. Mehr als 1200 Simulationsrechnungen wurden schließlich

durchgeführt. Grundsätzlich kann gesagt werden, dass die Methoden zur Fehlerortung, die

Daten von beiden Enden einer Leitung benutzen bessere Resultate liefern, als Methoden, die

allein auf die Messdaten eines Leitungsendes angewiesen sind. Der Nachteil für die zweiseitigen

Verfahren liegt jedoch darin, dass zusätzliche Kommunikationsverbindungen zwischen den
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beiden Messstellen vorhanden sein müssen - ein nicht zu vernachlässigender Kostenfaktor. Bei

diesen vergleichenden Untersuchungen wurde herausgefunden, dass einige Methoden, die mit

den Daten eines Leitungsendes auskommen, durchaus akzeptable Ergebnisse liefern. Weiterhin

konnte festgestellt werden, dass die größten Einflüsse auf die Genauigkeit zur

Fehlerortbestimmung von den gegenseitigen Kopplungen der Leitungen und den unbekannten

Fehlerwiderständen, z.B. durch den Lichtbogen, ausgehen. Diese beiden Einflussgrößen soweit

möglich zu eliminieren oder zu kompensieren bildete die Aufgabenstellung für das weitere

Vorgehen.

Im zweiten Schritt wurde ein Algorithmus zur Fehlerortbestimmung entwickelt, der darauf

basiert, das die Leitungsdaten einer Transformation unterzogen werden, die es erlaubt auf

entkoppelte Moden zurückzugreifen. Das Prinzip der modalen Transformation ist die

Umwandlung einer voll besetzten Matrix in eine Diagonalform. Weiterhin wurde eine

Scheinimpedanz eingeführt, die es ermöglichte die Belastung der Leitung vor Eintritt des

Fehlers zu berücksichtigen. Das Verhalten des vorgeschlagenen Algorithmus wurde durch

Simulationsrechnungen mit den Programmsystemen ATP-EMTP und MATLAB beurteilt. Alle

angewandten Tests zeigten, dass der neu entwickelte Algorithmus eine hohe Genauigkeit bei der

Bestimmung der Fehlerentfernung aufweist. Dabei wurden unterschiedliche Fehlersituationen

betrachtet.

Im dritten Schritt wurde eine auf AI-Methoden basierende Optimierung eingeführt, um die

Leistung des modalen transformationsbasierten Algorithmus weiter zu verbessern. Es wurden

dazu die Tools ANN (Artificial Neural Networks) und FL (Fuzzy Logic) vom Programmsystem

MATLAB eingesetzt um eine weitere Verminderung der Ungenauigkeiten bei der

Fehlerortbestimmung zu erreichen. Dabei hat sich gezeigt, dass FL-Methoden zu besseren und

schnelleren Ergebnissen führen als ANN-Methoden. Es konnten praktisch alle Fehlerfälle, selbst

mit hohen Lichtbogenwiderständen, mit hoher Genauigkeit identifiziert und die

Fehlerentfernung bestimmt werden. Alle Tests wurden an unterschiedlichen

Leitungsanordnungen und unterschiedlichen Belastungsfällen durchgeführt.

Die vorliegende Arbeit liefert damit ein neues Instrument zum Schutz und der

Fehlerortbestimmung in Hochspannungsnetzen. Die Kombination eines auf der

Modaltransformation und einem Scheinwiderstand basierenden Algorithmus mit Fuzzy Logic

Instrumenten zur Feinabstimmung liefert ein Fehlerortungssystem, das bei komplizierten Fällen
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von Kurzschlüssen auf Leitungen sehr genaue Ergebnisse liefert. Die vielen unterschiedlichen

Testfälle haben gezeigt, dass die Einflussparameter in weiten Bereichen variiert werden können

ohne dass es zu unzulässig hohen Ungenauigkeiten bei der Fehlerortbestimmung kommt.
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List of Symbols and Abbreviations

Symbols

AI Individual accuracy

AL Local accuracy

AO Overall accuracy

C Fourier cosine component matrix

Cs Lumped line self capacitance

Cm Lumped line mutual capacitance

fi
k Corresponding i-th antecedent membership for the k-th rule

Fk Phasor magnitude for the k-th harmonic

G Stationary arc conductance

garc time varying arc conductance

gi
k Corresponding i-th consequent membership for the k-th rule

ICm Lumped mutual capacitance equivalent current

ICs Lumped self capacitance equivalent current

IF Fault current

IFs Fault current contribution from the sending end

IFr Fault current contribution from the receiving end

IL Pre-fault loading currents

ILM Pre-fault modal loading currents

Im Modal current matrix

Ip Phase current matrix

IR Receiving end current
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IS Sending end current

Isel    Selected current quantity for apparent impedance

k(x) Current distribution factor

LA Actual fault distance

larc arc length

LE Estimated fault distance

LF Final estimated fault distance

LL Total line length

Rarc arc resistance per unit length

RF Fault resistance

RFs Apparent fault resistance from the sending end

Ri Time varying arc resistance

S Fourier sine component matrix

T Clarke transformation matrix

Td Allowable delay time for fault detection and classification

Ti Modal current transformation matrix

Tv Modal voltage transformation matrix

uarc   voltage per arc length parameter

Vm Modal voltage matrix

Vp Phase voltage matrix

VR Receiving end Voltage

VS Sending end Voltage

Vsel    Selected voltage quantity for apparent impedance

Wi ANN i-th connection weight

x Fault distance

Y Line admittance matrix

Ym Modal admittance matrix

Z Line impedance matrix

Z0  Line characteristic impedance

Zapp Apparent impedance

ZL  Total line impedance

Zm Modal impedance matrix

γ Line propagation constant
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µ Adopted membership function

ω0 Angular fundamental frequency

θk Phasor angle for the k-th harmonic

τ arc time constant

Abbreviations

ABP         Adaptive Backprobagation training for ANN

AI Artificial Intelligence

ANFIS Adaptive Network Fuzzy Inference System

ANN Artificial Neural Network

ATP Alternative Transient Program

BP Backprobagation training for ANN

BP&M Backprobagation training with momentumfor ANN

CG Conjugate Gradient for ANN training

DFT Digital Fourier Transform

DFR Digital Fault Recorder

EMTP Electro-Magnetic Transient Program

ES Expert System

FL Fuzzy Logic

FTI Fault Type Identifier

GA Genetic Algorithms

GPS Global Position System

ILT Intelligent Location Tuner

IM Input Manipulator

LCF Load Correction Factor

LM Levenberg Marquardt for ANN training

MLF Multi-Layer Feedforward ANN

OVLT Overall Fuzzy Logic Tuner

PMU Phase Measurement Unit

RBF     Radial Basis Function ANN

WT Wavelet Transform

TACS Transient Analysis of Control Systems in EMTP

TC    Tuning Calculator
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